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To Explore Tiburón Isle. Shallow Well Irrigation
A'buquerque
at Portales.
Tribune-Citize-

$1 A YEAR, CASH- -

FORT SUMNER, (Sunnyside Post office), GUADALUPE COUNTY, N. M., NOVEMBER 6, 1909.
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After a number of delays ocAt O'clock Friday morning the
( Albuquerque Jourml. )
try mem jancKson & uo.
geen the new at toHaye
you
casioned by alack of understandThe
this
enrollment
PnrtnlrH Nov. 2. Waipr from Catholic Church of Old Sunnying by the officia's of the intent the well of Judge Lindsey. which side was thronged with friends reached. Vuo, in our public school,
The singing at the Sunnyside mobile scarfs at Mrs. ll. A. Co-Expedí- evening was large-- ' kcrs?
of the party the Tiburón
ft,., p. G. Alldiedge is prepar- - Hotel Sunday
is about one and one half miles and relatives of the Sandoval and
p
ly attended and greatly enjoyed
twn. iticaaeo oy rroiessor ray-,- .
An,n Sivnhwhpr families, the occa- - jng to open his office in town.
m.
,narfínwi
A fine fine of clothing, cheap
by all.
ette A. Jones, of Albuquerque, the streets of Portales. The fin- - sion being the marriage of Lnn-a- l
cash at Blankenship & Go's
for
hay
at
and
corn
Alfalfa
Guayfrom
set
sail
was ready to
e
A car of "Amarillo Rest" flour' Dig Store.
of this well has been que Sandoval and Felicita
test
Company.
&
mas, Mexico, Wednesday afterjust received at Blankenship &,
and there is no longer any beeher.
Tho most complete .assortment
S. F. Wooding of Clovis has Company.
noon. The party is on its way question about the practihility of
The ceremony was impressive-shalloat
woolen over-shirof
week.
visiting
been
this
to an island inhabited by the
our
town
well irrigation in this l.v performed by "the Rev. Father
went ;pns,n smd Co's.
Miss
Adalina
in
California
Gulf
the
of
Saris
The building epidemic still con- on the morning train Monday'to
Six thousand
acres Haelterman of Puerto do
section.
Its object is to explore the coun-- t
Miss Pafrtie Hunt, cf Govis
Portales have already; At the conclusion r f the church tinues and increases in our little Tolar, returning on the afternoon
ry and locate a fabulously rich
has accepted a position as steno- been signed for, and another six csremony, the bridal party fol- - city.
train.
body of gold bearing quartz in thousand are wanted
irranher with the Ft. Sumner
and. will lowed by the assemblage marchSee the ad of 0. H. Ray drayol
on
coast
J. 0. Welborn has sold to Mrs. Townsite Company.
the
desert
Altar
fie
probably be added before the ed to the strains of Spanish meló-- 1 man, wish rxytl irg hauled?
Virginia Keys lour lots in tort
Sonora opposite Tiburón isle.
plant is in operation.
The six dies rendered by an orchestra,
M. Nicholy, of Abiline, Kan.,
Any suit of Clothes in the house Sumner upon which she will
It is said that a our.g mining ' . B. M
to the
Swabecher residence
nn
sas, was a- - prospector here durengineer fresh from college and Lindsey farm throws one thous- where refreshments were served. at cost for cash. Look at them erect commodious residences.
ing the week.
with a dts:re to distinguish him-- : and gallons of water per minute,
Dr. W. R. Lovelace returned
Miss Felicita is a daughter of at Earickson & Co.
B. C. Welch, of Cedar Bluff.
self and grow rich at the same and the other two test wells are Mr. and Mrs. Domingo Swa a R Harris who ha3 been Monday from a brief business' Miss,
our
was prospecting
time, set out for the locality foi doing as well.
,
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.
becher.
She has grown to wo-- 1 ij.i, this wPpk is imnrovinur and trip to Las Vegas and Albuquer-- !
......
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by
mis
expedition
headed
which the
que, stopping at the latter place
A Drominent realty holder said manhood in this immediate vicin
day or two.
Jones, 'is aiming.
There he oday: "There is nothing that ity and is loved and respected by will be out in a
Have just received a car each
to visit with his mother and sisfound an outcropping of gold could have happened that could the entire population.
Miss Fattie Hunt spent Satur-- : ters.
Wolfs Premium Flour, Com and
She was
quart, that fairly made him diz- mean so much to Portales and attractively dressed in a svhi'.e day night and Sunday in Clovis,
Blankenship & Co. have just Chop, Potatoes and Onions, Canzy. Packing up a? much as h
Sugar, Alfalfa,
Goods,
received a large consignment of ned
ihe surrounding country as this. gown and wore a veil thai visiting relatives and friends.
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J.
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American vvho Uter formfü
rocking L. C. Vanlleeke returned from
Morrison and vice president John Mrs. L. M. Disney,
12. at 12:00 o'clock noon.
Officer of Precinct No.
exploring company reads
h:cM
Mitehclof the American Federa - chair; Dr. Lovilace and C. C. 'Clovis Wednesday, to
the
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French nlated mirrow: husiupqi nt. Mnlrose.
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I, realizing that it The Hereford
Nursery Co.
turn out succ3ssfully it will h range case, and ordering their Miss Justina Beaubien, lace cur- - from the smile he wore on his ur town, an
would take no small amrant of of Hereford, Texas, has estab- shown that truth, after all is imprisonment. The sentence of ains;
Mrs. Annie Cullahorn, return, he either had a very sue- ime in makingapersonil inspoc.iijj.Upj a i,ranch office at Fort
stranger than fiction.
Gornpers is one year in prison:' china dish: Miss Pattie Hunt, efcssful trip or was much pleased1 cion of the different residenca;
Sumner, J. H. Keeling agent
headed by
Another party
Mrs. Rooney, table to return to "Fort Sumner on the
Mitchell nine months and! china set;
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I take this op - r;ler stock is acclimated and
businesses,
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"Butch Frazier of Tonto basin that of Morrison six months.
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NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

NIIW MEXICO

Halleys comet wears its own tresses

exclusively.

In these days wheat

at least on experience.

FROM THE NETWORK OF
ROUND
WIRES
ABOUT
THE WORLD.

CAUGHT

shorts are long

Rt.Rsla is again proving that Ita civilization is centuries behind the times

Mara at least looks close enough
to communicate with the man In the
moon.
Airship mishaps are becoming quite
as common news notes as automobile
mishaps.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
A

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

Wall strset is no longer the only
place In New York In which one can
take a flyer.
A man 21 years old has married a
woman 64 years old. But then she
had $1.000 000

WESTERN

NEWS.

i ng

congress will be held at Spokane,
"raau

It

Is

reported that several

well-de-

-

veloped cases of berl berl prevail
Halley's comet has reached a ripe among
the Chinese prisoners held at
old age. but never before tbls year Brownsville, Texas, by
the govern
bad It Bat fnr Its photograph.
ment.
to
Tbe effort made at Billings
Modern football la terrible enough,
so tbe public muat be thankful that change the name of "Dry Farming
there Is no revival of tbe ancient Congress" to something less suggestive of aridity was defeated by a vote
"football balr"
of 372 to 148.
A New York man Is getting along
W. H. Olin of Colorado, J. D. Tln-slenicely without a stomach. Dyspeptics
of New Mexico and J. D. Tower
envy him, of course, but be Is still an of Wyoming
are members of the new
ultimate consumer.
executive committee of the Dry Farm
It Is bad enough to be cast away on Ing Congress.
Governor Curry of New Mexico has
the lake for
long, cold nlgbt, but
lo have to wave one's shirt as a slg sent bis resignation to Washington In
order to be enabled to devote his en
Dal is simply terrible.
tire time to private business. It will
1909 Is already way ahead of 1908 probably take effect next March.
in the volume of business, and prom-IseForeign vice presidents of the Dry
before Its end to make a record Farming Congress are: George liar-courthat bas rarely been surpassed.
Alberta, Canada; W. R. Mother-walk- ,
Saskatchewan; Sennr lng Lauro
It Is not quite fair to Judge of tbe
Viada, Mexico; Laszto Goyer, Hun
fleets of college 'ife by clothing
Kryshtofovitch,
pictures. Mtny young men gary; Dr. Theodore
Russia.
ally learn a
deal at college.
The new U. S. Grant hotel at San
Christmas presents are being brought Diego has been leased for ten years
ver from abroad and are being turned to E. R. Cooper of Los Angeles and
ut by American manufacturers. Santa C. H. Morse of Denver. Morse will
Dlaus Is one person who never loses move to San Diego and be active man
Mpularlty
ager. The lessees take possession
January lBt.
Minister Wu thinks we will soon be
It has finally been decided to try
Tavellng to China by airships. The
Mrs. Allen F. Reud on November Stli
sorld Is getting to believe that Amerl-:the West Side Criminal Court at
Is trampling
on impossibilities
Denver on a charge of attempting to
nerely for pasilme
extort money from Mrs. Genevieve
Chandler pbipps by threatening to
A bridegroom
of 21 In Connecticut
vas arrested for perjury In swearing dynamite her.
tat his
Four governors of states, one con-- !
bride was 36
Which nterálly was a foolish thing to gressman and two men of more or less
lo on tbe face of It.
national note slept all night on the
All sections and all classes will deck of the steamer Quincy of the
flotilla, that six women, who
teneSt by good roads.
Few movewere accidentally left on board when
nents are as truly national, In ns tha
num., loft si i niu mlirht have
nany ways, as the flourishing cause
highway improvement. ;
Stenographers throughout the1 Bur- Tbe students of a prominent girls
lington system are rejoicing over tbe
tollege In the east have decided to abrogation of the lulu which requires
llspense with puffs and rats. Tbe
them to purchase their own typewritwill give them more time to put ing machines. The company now purDore Inside their beads tban there Is poses to reimburse all the machine
in It.
owners on the Instalment plan and
Tbe good country folks who have to buy Its own machines in the fuhe privilege of "going to a buskin ture.
Thaddeus Wilson, aged twenty-two- ,
tee' and tbe brilliant prospect ot en
toying, tbis winter, sleigh rides on a school teacher of Garnett, Kan., was
noonllgbt jilebts Sly envied by arrested at Kansas City charged with
sending two letters to R. A. Long, a
&tr city cousins.
millionaire lumber dealer, demanding
A railroad In tbe west, punished for $5,000.
no
The letters
contained
ebatlng admitted its guilt, but plead threats, but said the writer needed
id Inadvertence.
Things will be get-ln- the money badly and urged Mr. Long
Berlous if the law intends to take to mail 't to hint immediately.
s
ip every case of
on
Advices from a private source in
be part of big corporations In tbls Washington
received at Albuquerque
itay.
state positively that Third Assistant
Postmaster General A. E. Lawsho,
The endeavor of the sultan of Mor-ccto stir up the other Christian na who recently tendered his resignation
dons against Spain showed u crude to President Taft because of the conknowledge of human nature, but then dition of his health, will be tendered
of
New Mexico
they lead too much of the simple life the governorship
In Morocco to appreciate the
Curry'H
resignation
subtle when Governor
lomplexltles of occidental advantages has been acted upon.
!n the District Court at Austin,
Tbe suppression of phonographs In
Security Oil Company and
the entire central district of St. Pe- Texas, the
contersburg marks an Interesting use oí the Navarro Refining Company
having entered into a comthe autocratic power In dealing with fessed to
in violation of the Texas
the noises of a great city. A ukase bination
ust
laws, and judgments amount
tipprcsEing the noise made by auto
mobile engines would be welcomed In ing to about $175.00(1 were entered
against the companies by Judge Cal-Manhattan

ii,m,

Forfeitures

of

charters,

per- -

Id cases or collisions and accidents mlts and ousters from the state will
t sea. salvage win be paid on buman 'le prepared by the court.
life as well as on property.
Life, by
this provision. Is made as valuable as
GENERAL NEWS.'
property, though, on the othe. hand,
tome might argue that life Is above
John D. Rockefeller has announced
all price and tbal Its salvage Is merely that he will give $1,000,000 to fight
plain duty. Incumbent on all. to hu- the hook worm disease
manity.
Insurance for those who go up In
machines Is the latest form of
leople who like clean money and policy brought out by an enterprising
who appreciate that the cost of replacScottish casualty insurance company.
ing old bills with new ones Is so large
By the terms of the will of the late
aa to seem overburdeosome when the Dr. Levy I. Shoemaker
of Wilkes
bills are not abraded, will be Interest- barre, Pa., Yale university is given
ed In the announcement that the bu- more than $500,000 to be used in the
reau of engraving and printing at medical department of the Institution.
Washington Is In possession of the
The government of Chile has conformula of a chemical solution which
syndicate for
destroys the bacteria that accumulate tracted with a London
the construction of that section of the
on bank cotes and n.- - .
..e bills Longitudinal railway which will lie be-- :
lock like new, except that they are
tween Coplapo and Iipilque. The price
not so cris" as new bills
ls $15 250 000
Prince and Princess Henry of PrusSir Thomas Hrnwne nearly 300 years
ago wrote a book on the common er- sia made an ascension at Strassburg
There Is still a on the morning of October 2Mh in an
ror ot bis time
chance for another writer to produce irdinary balloon piloted by Prof.
The landed at 3 o'clock In
a bu.icy voIul . i - the common errors
One of these errors is thit he afternoon between Heidelberg and
of
poverty makes for genius. That per Yuerzburg.
sons bred In scenes of poverty may
The gross earnings of the Union Parise to lofty heights cannot be dls cific system for the month of Septem-e- r
puted. Rut to say that poverty was ot
were $8,100,i72, an increase of
month
any assistance to them hi tbelr rise :ftcií T7!-- . ivir thenrrpsnnnriin
The good of poverty may
Is a mis artvoir Revenue over oneratine ex- consist lo this, that It Is so cruel thai lenses for September of this
one ma) rouse himself to great effort vas $4,2PS,777, an increase of $286.- 264.
to cape from I' . .

England,
OaoDer
At Doncastor,
26th, Leon De La Grange, the French
monoplane,
aviator, filing a Bleriot
bruke the world's speed record. He
traveled a mile and SCO yards in one
seconds. This was
minute and 47
miles
at the rate of nearly fifty-fou- r
an hour.
.
A terrible cloudburst occurred In the
Btate of Tabasco, Méx., October 25,
ütsu'oying crups and forests. From
north to south, across the state from
tbe Mescahipa and the Crljalva rivers,
the entire country was left a waste.
Only the high mountain villages and
plateau farms escaped from the rushing waters.
waterspout
coming
An enormous
swiftly In from the sea over the town,
caused serious damage at Genoa, Italy, on the 2Sth ult. Many houses in
the vicinity of the Piazza Del Popólo
were unroofed and many of the trees
in the square were uprooted. A large
number of persons were injured, .but
no one was killed.
Some storm records were broken in
LhtJ receI)t phillppllle
typnoon whlcn
crossed northern Luzon and the Genguet mountains.
Eighteen Inches of
rain fell In nine hours and twenty-sihours
Inches fell in the twenty-fou- r
Tbe Bued river
tbe storm lasted.
rose sixty feet. The wind gauge at
tbe observatory broke when the wind
miles
attained a velocity of ninety-fiv- e
an hour.
Sixty-on- e
automobiles, representing
thirty-fou- r
different makes, left New
York City October 25th on a
run to Atlanta, Ga., as participants in
the good roads tour promoted by the
New York Herald and Atlanta Journal. The contest is for trophies aggregating $1,700 and is open to stock-car- s
selling at from $(50 to $4,000 and
over.
With a view to stemming the tide
which threatens to deof emigration
plete the country of agricultural lasubscription has
borers, a national
been started In Sweden to obtain
lunds for loans to laborers left unemployed afler the recent big strike.
The loans are Intended to enable the
purchase of small farms and will be
made repayable within ten years. The
fund will be administered by tbe AntiEmigration Society of Sweden
The will of Francisco Ferrer, who
as executed at Barcelona for conspiracy against tbe government ot
Hpain, has been published in Paris. It
charges the executor to continue the
publication of Ferrer's works on mod.I he tes- em schools and education.
laior stated that history would vlnui-icate his Innocence, but he abjured his
friends not to bother about his mem- ory, as "in this life only ucts count.
pour weighers at the port cf New
y0rk made a confession of fraud and
named the bribers, resulting m conFor this the
vlctlon and punishment.
weighers were promised Immunity and
'Ihe
continuance in the service.
"on of Collector William Loen, Jr., in
"lis ensenas oeen strongs ueuoum-eIs tie
liv Federal Judge Holt, but
fended-bthe collector on Hie plea
ciuUl find no oUier melhoiLflt
that he
,
,
if...
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DEMANDED Btf ALL
Great River Convention Is Held
in New Orleans.
PRESIDENT

FAVORS

PROJECT

Promises the Present Administration
Will Support Issuance of Federal
ProBonds If Fourteen-Foo- t
gram Proves Feasible.
Ringing
New Orleans, Nov. 1.
demands for "14 feet through the valley" and elaborate argument in support of the program fo.- - tbe creation
of a deep waterway from tbe lakes to
the gulf have marked the great convention of the Deep Waterway association that opened here Saturday.
SherPresident Taft,
man, Speaker Cannon, governors of
th Mississippi valley states, innumerable senators ant representatives and
a mighty throng of private citizens
who believe in the big river project
are here and all urge that it be undertaken and carried to a speedy conclusion.
President Taft Promises Support.
President Taft, who arrived in New
Orleans escorted by a great flotilla,
after an illuminating trip down the
Mississippi river from St. Louis, landed from the lighthouse tender Oleander about eight o'clock Saturday
morning, and was driven to bis hotel through streets that were canopied with magnolia branches, palmet-toe- s
and southern moss, and everywhere entwined in the decorations
were the mottoes "Fourteen Feet
Through the Valley" and "River Rate
Regulation Is Rate Regulation."
At
tbe Athenaeum In the afternoon the
president aroused a storm of cheers
by promising that if the
project
proved feasible and advisable,
the
present administration
would favor
the Issuance of government bonds to
defray the cost.
Not for a "Pork Barrel."
At tbe same time Mr. Taft made it
plain that he would not stand for any
plan to make a "pork barrel" of the
project.
He said he opposed any
such general bond Issue of $500,000,-00- 0
or $1,000,000,000 for waterways
Improvement, the money to be cut
up and parceled out to different sections. He declared that the improvement of waterways had been carried
forward in a haphazard fashion In

X""'

At ColleBe Park. Md.. October 26th,
Wilbur Wright's two army officer stu-- '
denls made their first independent
flights. Lieutenant Humphreys stayed
minutes and Lieuten-- Í
up twenty-fou- r
minutes.
ant Lahm thirty-nin- e
Lulim on his final flight of the
evening, circled the field again and
again in darkness.
It was the first
time in the United States that a
Wright aeroplano had been guided
through the air without carrying
either of the Wright brothers.
The Wisconsin University baseball
by the
returned
team, 1fi strong,
Tango Maru, reaching Victoria, H. C, October 27th, after playing
a series of nine games In Japan. Five
games were won. One same, which
went nineteen innings, was won by
the University of Keito, two to one.
The Wisconsin team was entiMlniued
profusely, their spoilsmanlike conduct
much appreciation.
meeting
with
Count Okuma, the sage of Mito, enterbreaking
a precedent
team,
tained the
by shaking hands with nil the party.
President W. C- Hi own of the New
York Central & Hudson River railthat the
road, recently announced
management had entered upon a campaign of extraordinary expenditures
to
nieet extraordinary traffic de- mands. The company had placed
tracts in the last few days, ho said,
for $25,000,000 worth of new locoino- tlves, passenger and freight cars, and
intends to spend $iiu.00:l,iliili more
in reducing grades,
$ 5,000,000 in all
strengthening curves and laying new
rails, exclusive of $.")ii,000,0HO terminal
improvements in New York.
a judicial opinion which appears to
the govern-flyinbe likely to overthrow
ment's entire criminal case under the
anti-trulaw against Ihe American
Sugar Refining Company and its di- rectors, has been handed down by
Justice Holt of the United Stales Cir- cult Court at New York. Justice Holt
in dismissing the indictments against
Gustav E. Kissel and Thomas B. Har-neconnected with those against the
sugar company, declares that, the op- cration of the statute of limitations
invalidates any action against them,
inasmuch as the offense was coraniltted more than three years ago.
A dozen of the Detroit baseball players are goin:: to lay a month's visit
to Havana, playing three games I
week.
It is planned to celebrate Greeley's
fortieth anniversary next spring with
pageant
a historical
representing
scenes In the early life of the clty auu
showing its development from 1870 to
ihe present time. Tbis will prove of
more than ordinary Interest because
the original settlers and colona"
of Greeley are living and will
take part In scenes once a reality to
them

yeari's

J

President Taft.
tbe past, and that a new method
should be adopted.
"I believe In the deep waterway,"
"I am for It, and
said the president.
I shall use all the power that I possess In doing what may be accomplished to give you citizens of this
great valley what you so earnestly desire. It is all a part of a still greater movement inaugurated by Theodore Roosevelt, and properly called
by him the conservation of our national resources.
"The projects for Irrigation and for
the improvement of waterways in the
future are not to be for the purpose
of distributing 'pork' to every part of
the country. Every measure is to be
adopted on the ground that It will be
They
useful to the whole country.
are not to be adopted for sending
congressmen
Washto
back
certain
ington or for making certain parts of
the country profitable during the expenditure of the money.
"We should take up every comprehensive project on its merits and determine whether the country where
the project is to be carried out has so
far deevloped as to justify tbe enormous expenditure of money and If It
will be useful when done. When we
decide in favor of a project, I believe
In Issuing bonds to carry it to comIt has
pletion as rapidly as possible.
been proposed that we issue bonds for
The Russian Dynasty.
The present dynasty of Russia Is
the house of Romanoff, founded by
Romanoff
Czar Mlchuel Fedorovite
who ascended the tbrone in 1613
The Romanoffs are descended from
Andrew Kobyla, wbo came from Prussia to Moscow In 1314.

Ingratitude.

Missouri farmer was nearly
kicked to death by a mule that be
bad rescued from a burning barn. A
mule may be aa ungrateful aa a
hough 'Jess sou.
A

and cut
$500,000.000 ór $1,000,000,000,
It up and parcel the ironey out in this
1
and that section of the country.
am opposed to any such proposition,
only smells of the
because it not
'pork, barrel,' but would be a 'pork
barrel.' "
Sherman. Too, It for It.
James S. Sherman
has brought to the people of the middle west the message of the east,
promising enthusiastic Bupport of the
waterway program.
"We people of
the east depend on your people of the
west," said he. "When we help you,
we help ourselves, so there is every
reason why we should do all in our
power for you, as soon as we realize
what you want and why you want it"
Speaker Cannon and Secretary of
War Dickinson are no less outspoken
in their assurances of support, and
many senators and representatives,
among them Senator Lorimer of Illinois, the father of the deep waterway

Loveliness does more than destroy
ug'inessT it destroys matter. A mere
touch of it In a room, in a street, even
is a spiritual force.
on a
Henry Drummond.
'Hough on Rats fools the ruts and mice,
but never fools the buer. 'Hie (.cciet is,
you luut the maker) do the mixing, lake
a hint, do your own mixing; pay lor poi-so- u
only, then you get rcsu.U. It's the unDon't die in the
beatable extenninniur.
house,
lac, 25c, 7Ge.
A woman's Idea of a tactful man is
one who Is able to Increase the admiration she has for herself.
Some people would drown with a life
They ore the kind
preserver at hand.
that suffer from Rheumatism and Neural
Wizard
Hamlin
pet
can
tliev
when
gia
Oil, the best of ail pain remedies.
An office seeker's love for his country is a good deal like that of a titled
foreigner for an American heiress.
easr to

Dr Plrmt'a Pellets, small,
and tnvliinrau
take as ean'lv. reiiiilate.
Uverand bowels aud cure constipation.

auMUuen,

The patriotism of the office seeker
is the greatest ever.

SAVED
FROM AN

OPffiATION
ByLydiaE-Pinkham'-

Secretary

of War Dickinson.

movement, this afternoon made addresses full of hopeful enthusiasm.
Kavanaugh Opens Convention.
William K. Kavanaugh of Missouri,
president of the association, called the
convention to order Saturday morning
and set forth briefly the alms and
plans of the organization. He said the
deep waterway work is now In this
condition:
1. The sanitary district of Chicago
has built the deep waterway, practically to Joliet, nearly 40 miles, and
$60,000,000 have been spent thus far
on the work.
. 2. The entire route of the
deep waterway from Joliet to
New Orleans, through the Des Plaines
river, the Illinois river and the Mississippi river, has been surveyed under direction of congress by United
States engineers, who have officially
reported to congress that the building
of the deep waterway is feasible.
3. The people of the state of Illinois have adopted a constitutional
amendment providing for a bond Issue of $20,000,000, the money to be
spent in constructing the deep water
way southwafd from Joliet.
. 4. A bill Introduced by United States
Representative
Richard Bartboldt of
Missouri is now pending in congress,
providing for the issuance
by the
United States government of bonds to
the amount of $500,000,000, the money
to be spent In constructing this deep
waterway from the lakes to tbe gulf
and other meritorious projected river
improvements.
5. It Is intended to ask the Sixty-firs- t
congress to pass a bill providing
definitely that the United States government undertake
the construction
of the deep waterway from the point
where the Illinois work will end, to
the Gulf of Mexico.
In the afternoon, following the address of President Taft, Clifford Pincho!, bead of the government forestry
department, made an address on tbe
conservation of the nation's natural
resources.
In the evening the delegates to the
convention were entertained at a stag
smoker by the Progressive union oí
New Orleans.
This evening all the
delegates and the ladies accompanying them were tbe guests of the Progressive union at the New Orleans
Oliera house, where "La Julve" was
given by the French Opera Company.
His Polities at Home.
A political
canvasser called at a
home the other day and Inquired as
to the political affiliations of tbe man
of the house.
"Oh. well," said tbe housewife,
"he's everything. He's nice when he's
away, and he's not so nice at other
times.'
"But about politics," said the canvasser.
"Is he a Democrat or a Republican?"
"Well, It depends on who he Is
with," said the lady.
"If it's po'ley
to be a Democrat when he's with Democrats, he's a Democrat, and when
he's with Republicans he's a Republican."
"I understand." persisted the
"but between ourselves, what
is he at home?"
"Oh, at home he's a perfect terror."
Birth of Biblical Art.
The first Biblical Illustrative
consl-te- d
in the symbolic frescoes
the Catacombs.

an
of

Appreciation.
"I was strongly tempted when we
were In the conservatory alone to take
you In my arms and kiss you. Would
you have been very angry with me II
I had
done so?" "Yes very. Bui
thank you for the compliment."

Fortune's Whims.
"Where did you git de hand full o
change?" asked Meandering Mike. "It
was forced on me," answered Plodding
Pete. "A lady up de road sicked de
dog on me. I bad to steal de pup
an'
sell 'lm lo

s

Vegetable Compound
's
Ky. "Lydla E.
Vegetable Compound has cer
tainly Clone me a
world of good..and
I cannot praise it
enough. I suffered
from irregularities,

LoulsvlUe,

Pink-ham-

dizziness, nervousness, and a severe

female trouble.
LydiaE.Pinkhain's
Vegetable Compound has restored
me to perfect
health and kept me
from the operating
table. I will never De without tins
medicine In the house." Mrs. Sam'l
LB, 3523 Fourth St., Louisville, Ky.
-

S

Another Operation Avoided.

Adrian, Ca. "I suffered tmtold
misery f roía female troubles, and my
doctor said an operation was my only
chance, and I dreaded it almost as
much as death. Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound completely cured
me without an operation."
Lena V.
Henry, B. F. D. 8.
sucunparalleled
of
years
Thirty
cess confirma the power of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
cure female diseases. The great volume of unsolicited testimony constantly pauring in proves conclusively that
Lyttia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is a remarkable remedy for those
distressing feminine ills from which
bo many women suffer.

SICK HEADACHE
CARTERS
ITTLE

Positively cured by
these Little PUU.
They also reneva Dls
trees 'rom Dyspepeis, lt

digestion and Too Hearty
A perfect rea
Bating.
edy for Dizziness. Nan-seDrowsiness, Baa
Taste In the Mouth, Coated Tongue, Fain In tbe
Side, TORPID LIVER.
They regulate the Bowels- - Purely Vegetable
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE,

IVER
PILLS.

Genuine

CARTERS
SSlTTlE

Bear
Signature

Must

Fiver

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

FROM

WINTER TO SUMMER

Threo Ideal Winter Cruises to the

WEST INDIES
etc.,

16 and 28 days

duration,

by

w
S. S. MOLTKE ( i 2,500
tons)durlng Jajiuary, February,
and March. Also cruises to the

Orient

and

South America.

H AM IIVR6-MEIUC AN L1HB
41-Broadway - - - NbwYorjc

usted

Many a man goes broke in Health
then wealth. Blames his mind-s- ays
It don't work right; but all the
time it's his bowels. They don't work
liver dead and the whole system gets
clogged with poison. Nothing kills
Rood, clean-cu- t
brain action like constipation. CASCARETS will relieve
aad cure. Try it now.
sit
CASCARETS 10o
box for week's
treatment. AUdragtrlsts. Biggest seller
In tbe world. MUUon boxes a monta.

Don't Cough!

Use

piscas
CURE
W USt lUYUK Tu

(MIWSgV

Will instantly relieve your echini
throat. There it nothing like it for
Asthma, Bronchitis and lun
troubles.
Contains no opiates.
Vstt pleasant to talca.
All Dnnfata. IS eeats.

.fe
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and Furnishings
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"Right Goods at the Right Price."

Irrigated
-

DEALER Hi

Dry Goods

Entered in the Sunnysicie, New Mexico Poetoffice as lecond
clasa mail matter.

ADVERTISING RATES:
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Also a BRANCH HOUSE
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$
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quarter of a century to convince
the farmers that there is merit
in soil packing after plowing.
But the idea is now firmly established. It will no longer do to
scoff at it.
Packers are being
manufactured in Europe, Asia,
Canada and elsewhere.
They
are useq in Australia and Mexico. The otherday we received
from the head of one of the big
western agricultural colleges a
request that we induce the man-ufaf- ti
e t tff ra soil racke.-Corporation greed and cupidity
r
to the best . n
remium
I
cu
in
has teen illustrated h;re
'i.-rower of tha s;a-esv majority
ft
the
:fi'ecs
and
midst
'
v
our bnine m , n
Governor George Curry has
shown bis confidence in
Fort Sumner by purchasing three
more lots near Lake Sumner.
Fort Sumner is destined to make
the best town on the Cut-Of- f
and no one knows this better
than Governor Gurry. The people of Fort Sumner hope to number Governor Curry one of their
citizens as soon as he retires
from Office.

in

j

a

.m

m

.

have good rarms under the ditch to

jjj

lease to responsible farmers on good terms,

ñ

1

8 You're sure

Earickson & Co,

of a crop under irrigation.

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes,
Gent's Furnishings
Furniture Hardware
Groceries Hay and Feed
Farming Implements and Wagons

You can make enough to buy your own

ten acres next year.

L. C. VanHecke.

We have just received a new and co

I

a- -

phte l.hs of Ladies and Genis Furnishings

a

busiilt'6:

!
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t
liberally to th? R:uv
Telephone Company, many t.ciu
ally taking phones more thiw-publ- ic
Epirit than real ncccs-it.paying an extraordinary pric
therefor largely to encourage cl
velopment of our tow.i intea-- s
Lut when it comes to s r i .
they fall down in a smaM pb
like this: a large amount of th
business transacted over th
phone wonld naturally be witl
the Railway Depot and connection with the Depot would ac
commodate every user of
but the Railway Compare
1 hone,
refuses to pay the price and pulf
it up to the Telephone Com pan;
to put in a phone at the Dcpo
without expense lotiel'allwaj
Company. The spirit of the
is to get the last cent
they can out of the pso;:le a ..
spend just as little aB possible.
Asneiihsr of tl.ee Corr.panie.
appear tole willi.ig to the p
a tent for the accommodüti ,a i .
the public. The public d a:s no'
owe the company anythi.ig mor
V
than they contract for.
want connection with the Depc.
and must have it, if we have ti
take up a collection for thesc c
porations which we suppose ..he
would accept as they don't usu
a'ly overlook any.hing co.ninf.
tl.eir way.
v-

Just why so much sVess shou:
be piu on the time and mannsi
of stirring the soil and or. packing of the under option of tht
jilowed stratum is not clear t(
everyone.
In fact, the, very simplicity o:
these processes has made it difi
cult for farmers wno are tilling
the soil in the dry regions to giv
encngh consideration to them.
Why, they say, we've p'owed tl e
ground all our lives, and we hav
used the harrow tver since vi
were boys As for paekii.g the
ground, of course ihey do no: see
why it should be done after st
much pains lev s baen taken to

stir it

up.

The fact that Ftirriug and
packing have formed a part oí
of agriculture in ust
th"
from earliest times, has led s nu
persons who let ethers do theii
thinking for them, to belie w
that the all of sci .'ntifical e soi
culture was known in the dark
sges and amonj the savages.
Years ago we were tcld that if
we had some wonderfully new
and different ways of cultivating
V the soil and would discover some
strange methods of handling
crops, everybody would take to it
at once. But just stirring and
packing the soil b?.h, that wa
too easy; nothing in it.
When we put th fiVst so.
packer ever de- - issd into a n k
i

--

ta
igh t.io
osity. it
i';,

j: '..

ui...

... !"'' ..nil
the s :e wt.;..
to be Vft.
. :t iikf y
It is a
üinple hing; but it i.ei.'.s every
:h! g to he fanner.
he sirring- like he packin.j, may be
no by any one of the various
machines or imple. nents, but it
nust bo done with referonco to
chc soil conditions.
These two things make the
difference bslween summer cul-.uand summer fallow.
Ycu
nay depend upon it t at when
i ciiiic is denouncing summ r
tillare cf the nek's as a thing
lestructivo of the soil and assur-.a- g
its ruin, he knows nothing
ibout it. What he probably has
in mind is the ancient summer
.'allow which it usually does.
a- he may mean a Eu :mtr
which is done without judg-noor any regard f ,r soil

i

'
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FrCCS

Sweetest

i,ta!; ani

Lüágins $2X0 Per Day.

re

-

NliS. R. BZAU3IZN,

i

Praised by Press and Pulpit
Piano has ever been more enthusiastically endorsed.
Artioth Cees, the Easy, Responsive Action, and above
all the dec;, sweet, rich Tone, captivates performer end listener. The united verdict is t!u.i
.. .". .'. ..
No

til-a-

The

ni

con-litio-

Eut summer culture which is
ore with special reference tó
the condition of the soil, by
adaption of the right methods
vf stirring the soil and packing
i
s .ch summer ti lage is
always beneficial to soil.
The physical condition of the
soil governs at all times.
What
U wanted is the proper proportions of moisture and air in the
s il to hasten the chemical pro- sses. It can be got by attention to ci hure time, method,
iepth, and all conditions.
The rol shou'd be plowed
vhen it is in a moist condition
not too wet nor two dry.
This
i possible in practically every
:ase. The ideal condition for
the freshly plowed ground te tha;
of a compacted mass of fine soil.
This is brought about by fining
aid firming the lrver portion of
the plowed stratum.
Then the
surface must be kept loose so as
to break the cor
between
the moist potüoi. f the soil and
the dry surface.
These things can be done.
They are done. They are essential for the scientific farmer.
They opsn tha way for good
farming where it would not be
possible to do auy farming any
farming by following just
the old methods, no matter how
ha d the farmer worked.
It is by due observance of these
simple principles applied in true
s:ientifi? manner that sp'eidid
results follow in the dry regions
and increase of yields is possible
in the regions where there is an
aburdince of rainfall,
Timely plowing, soil packing,
surface stirrirg; uss of the disk,
frequnt harrowing, breaking
tilC Crt'?t,
1'B'1N
these are W unvxe. rJl e; 4.-oí
they ere parts of i he syst.-)V.
moc'ern soil cultur . 1..
Campbc'l ii Ga .i: 1'
Far., er.
.

i
i
j

Proprietress.
i

Tho BARGAIN STORE.
S.PRITNER
Full Line of Groceries,
Workinging Men's Clothes,
Notions and Novelties.

V

LOMBARD PJANOS ARE THE

BEST

IN

THE WORLD

!!

Mrs. Helen M. Slakor, 244 í J rand Arj Anrora, III., nays:
cannot And words H th
Knplish lautf aae ta express my appiciation to yoa for haviiiflr Rld mesne h a beautiful in1
strument.
tbuik it ii tUc must bcnrnful cane 1 r?tr r.iw, and the ioae i nuaplr
gUd to give ou any iptimuui.Llt at I think tliu iombard aiiuuldtaka the
frrana. I shall

A. A. W

'

15?

r,
V

I

3

lead."

Kbt. Geo. Doofcleday, Pres. Corfus Clirlatl Cdlepe, Crxiegurp,
sav: "Wear tm'tvg
the I.nmbaid in our olleyp work at Coquis 1 hrUti, and It it, a plejnute to'ivcommeod it. It
is a baatiiul iustiumcul witU a deep, sweet, ru h luue."
J. W. Purviance, F.ditnr McKlrny County ludppfitid.mt, fiehner, Teun., nays: "The inetr.
ment (Lorn hard 1'iano) lili our uiost pauirunie cx);ctmiuns. It is not only a rarn baul v ttt
is round, full, rick and sweet. Your lirm has proveu tJ b
its outward flnisíi, but the
prompt aud rehaule in its dealings with me."
Prens,
Krnest
Parkersbrrr1, Pa.,
Editftr
Pastsoii.
J
"I must say that th T,niub:tr1
Sent m ia beautiful instrument, aud acreutt toaswudard iirtu. We are inore than satinlied.'
R. S. Knapp, President Federal Charter Co.. Wash Inert on, D. C, nay: "W now reatlre
triai of the lmihard by tnauy mmii-i- l artmtn oí V.i.biitir
after a careful a id oimprrhen-iv- e
ton, that it stands seLOud to none, regard lesa of priest or make, l.rery tue iviiu Ud tried this
lnbtruDieot is tatUusiastic iu its praibc"

mt:

11

General Contractor
and

These are mmplzs of hundreds f enthus?astlti letters
received In every mall.
Do Not Buy

a Piano iJntii

You Have

5

!

3

Builder

Investigated the Lombard.

We send the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 days' free trial.
It may be paid f r by easy monthly or quarterly payments. Credit will
given to suit any honest customer. A discount allowed for all casta..

tt

GALE.SBURG PIANO CO.,
MANUFACTURERAS.

(

Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Paid Up Turn-Ke- y
Jobs
"A SPECIALTY."

OALE.SBURO. ILL.

See the editor of this paper for further information about the
Lombard Piano, and a special opportunity to get one almost FREE.
Some one will get the bargain of his life.
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Good Government Lots
Are Scarce.

Headquarters
For all Kinds of

lave buyers who

BUILDING Matenal,

I'M

I

ace-- ?:

will

your QUIT CLAIM

LIST .WITH ME

' Prices Right."

,

"lac 'ic.nf.lv Mar."

Paints and Builders
Hardware

-

r

' XRV.Y W. NAVI OK, Ltrcal M&csscr.

NOTES.
MOM

Avoid extremes

in

LEAVti

everything.

Money invested In land cannot easl
y be lost.

tuWN

FIVE MAYORS

SUFFERED

Congressman Anderson of Fostorla, O,
WH Hold National Job After
Unusual Tangle

How Relief from Distressing
Trouble Was Found.

The stables must be light, warm an
veil ventilated.

We are not only feeding for
or
but for next year.

bladder

to-d- a

A
pail would prevent I
Put the pig houses in good order for large amount of dirt from falling int
the milk.
the coming winter.
small-toppe- d

Cows that are allowed to go dry too
long never attain their best.
No other animal Is more particular
about Its food than the goat.
Do not depend upon the frost-bittepastures, but begin with a good ration
In the stable.
Goats require more salt than sheep,
owing to the more astringent character of their food.
Every cow must go into winter
quarters In the pink of condition or
there will be a serious loss.

SHOWED

Planks laid over the cement whert
the cows stand will prevent injury t(
th animals.

The rapidity with which tuberculoIn beginning to feed new corn and
sis spreads in a herd of cattle upon corn fodder to any animals feed only
the Introduction of a tuberculous ani- a small amount at a time, until the
mal varies greatly, but that the spread animals get used to it. With horses
may be very rapid was demonstrated
on dry hay and grain, gradually reat the experiment station of the bu- duce the dry feed and gradually Inreau of animal industry by exposing crease the new corn. New corn, stalk
seven healthy to three tuberculous
and all, is nutritious, easily digested
sta- and very palatable.
cattle in a laige,
Nearly all domesend
of
six
ble. At the
months the en- tic animals will eat it eagerly, ami
finally
y
trvtr,
may
tire
be derived from it i:
li.i!:- cattle much good
; ted
ivi-had b '
iously.
:ease. it Is fed j

derstand, quite clearly, that it involves the
question of right living with all the tena
With proper knowledge of what
implies.
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may
be made to contribute to living aright.
Then the use of medicines may be dia- "I say, old chap, will you lend a pensed with to advantage, but under or-friend a dollar,"
dinary conditions in many instance a
need of it?"
"Is ha real f
simple, wholesome remedy may be invaln- to pay me with
H.
&nd

vts

';Harn,r

f

Fig Syrup Co. holds that it k
alike important to present the subject
The readers of this paiwr will be pleased to learn truthfully and to supply the one perfect
tnat science
that there is at least one dreaded disease
,
and dial U laxative to those desiring it.
haa been able f cure In all its
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure la the only positive
camrrh
cure now known to me medical fraternity,
Consequently, the Company s Syrup of
disease, requires a conMitu- .
belnn a constitutional
H all's Catarrh Cure Is taken Jn- antJ EllXir of Senna gives general
tional treatment.
J?g
ra
upon the blood and mucous
tcrnally, aetlini
Ihe satisfaction.
To get US beneficial effect
mirfaees of the system, thereby destrnylne
,
foundation ot the distase, and fIvInk the patient
jie genuine, manuiacturea by in
Btrungth by buiidi'iif up the conntitiition and insist- - Uyy
lug nature In dolnii Its work.
The proprietors have
offer
bo numb faith in its curative powera that tiiey
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and tor sato
One Hundred Dnliars for any ease that It fails to
uro. Send for Hot of testimoniáis
hv all leading druggists.
California

$100 Reward, $100.

Address
Sold by

V. S.
alt

CHKNEY

Jr.

CO., Toledo,

O.

"

75c.

u vmwsi

.i1Ü,,.S.a?iíS

Ensilage furnishes an excellent fooi
to be used as a variety, during th
winter months.

As the cold nights come, do not
leave the cows out to sleep on the
damp ground where they may be
Let the sheep glean over the gralt
chilled.
and corn fields if the land is free frorx
burs and cockles.
Nearly all vermifuges are more or
less poisonous in one way or another,
Don't forget the calves and year
and gasoline, properly used, is not par- lings. Don't leave them out in th
ticularly dangerous.
cold nights until they are pinched and
haggard.
Telephones are becoming as common In the country as mail boxes, and
Farmers who have given cowpeas i
save both husband and wife many a fair trial have almost invariably con
day's Journey to town.
tinued their use alone with their othel
staple crops.
For the long, round worms, which
Inhabit the small intestines of the
Pails, cans, strainers, coolers an
horse, nothing proves more efficient every other utensil that comes in con
than spirits of turpentine.
tact with the milk should be washed
and sterilized.
For a family of young children
there is no place like the country. It
Be sure that every ewe goes into
is their natural domain. Everything
winter quarters in the best condition.
If any are below the standard, nurse
contributes to wholesome growth.
and feed them up at once.
An easy way to fight lice is to drive
down posts in the yard; wind an old
The King system of ventilation cat
bran sack soaked in crude kerosene be installed by any carpenter or bj
about It and let the hogs do the rest. the fanner himself at the cost of
few feet of lumber and a few days
Better men and women are certain work.
to result from a rural childhood and
this is surely a big source of satisFrequent plowing will give a largei
faction to the wise mother on a farm. average crop with an equal amount
of fertilizer, but it costs more to proThe usual dose of gasoline for stom- duce and is more work to harvest.
ach worms is;
Lambs,
ounce; sheep, one-hal- f
ounce; calves,
With good grass land it Is considone-hal- f
ounce; yearling steers, one ered that the plan of moderate top
ounce.
dressing with chemicals
brings a
larger income for the labor employed
Good country
any
system
roads enable
tbRH
other
the
of manage
women folk to drive without risk or ment.
to pay visits in the
discomfort
neighborhood
and to take an outing
The plan of hay farming with chemwhen they like,
icals has its attractions, especially fot
the oldish man who desires to get rid
Pigs are not well protected by na- of the care of live stock, and to cut
ture, and to thrive tbey must have down his labor outgo to the lowest
warm winter quarters free from possible amount.
drafts. They must have a good range
for exercise, but they must have warm
Milk from unhealthy cows is not
quarters in which to sleep.
sale to use and only cows in good
health can make profitable use of the
Cattle and sheep will often bloat toed given them. The herd should be
when turned onto clover pasture In inspected at regular intervals by a
the fall. It is caused by their eating competent veterinarian.
too much of the green plant.
The
bloat may be reduced by giving the
A garden of an acre, well tended,
animals subject to it some dry leed. will produce vegetables enough to supRegular salting also helps.
ply an ordinary fanii'.v year In aud
year out, as well as to feed a flock of
A member of the country lire comfowls whose eggs may be traded for
mission sayB the worst agricultural groceries at any country store.
conditions of this country are in the
south, because the farmers have
Each man who is to milk twelve oi
robbed the soil of its humus by grow- fifteen cows will need to spend twelve
ing cotton and tobacco exclusively for or fifteen minutes in cleaning them.
more than a hundred years.
This cleaning is very simple and inexpensive, and yet nine out of every ten
The brush-eatininstinct of the An- farmers scout the idea as preposgora goat is being successfully demon- terous.
strated on Lassen national forest in
California, where they are cutting
During t lie past year a woman who
trails for Are guards through the has a house and lot on the edge of a
brushy areas on the slopes of the thriving country town in the south,
mountains.
has, besides raising all the vegetables
consumed by a family of four, sold
Good land
and there are millions $100 worth to the provision dealers In
of acres of it still available In this town.
country at a moderate figure is the
best form of Insurance not only for
A stockman saved several valuable
the family in event of your death but calves that were down with the scours
yourself
during life, while you can by preparing a teacupful
for
of wheat
enjoy it to the full. No better legacy flour and giving a tablespoonful every
can be left to your children.
He repeated this two or
minute.
three times a day before feeding, and
It Is estimated that conditions on diminished the feed one-hal- f
until the
the farms of Missouri have improved calf got well.
50 per cent, during the last ten years.
The
farmer, who used
Examine the horse's teeth frequentto spend half his time shooting squir- ly and find if they are in a good conin
the
woods,
rels
has taken to study- dition for grinding the feed. Many
ing the agricultural newspapers and horses lose flesh and are In poor
college bulletins, and his wife and health simply because their teeth are
children have learned that farm life too uneven for proper grinding of the
can be made pleasant as well as prof- ;'eed. A veterinarian can file them to
itable.
the proper shape.

WORSHIP

good health, with its blessings, must un-

Allen has a strong admiration for
Tile ILOI'8 Family Tills for constipation.
II.-.- .D FI.?Ml.m.M.
raper-iiauee- rs
soldiers. He seldom misses a military
A Terrible Disease.
parade and his childish fancy has so
"Do you own an automobile?" in- lueanzed the boys in blue that he
WaJlpuper. We want one sot id worker In each
party The Vicinity
quired
the unobservant
ntiriujoi'uuL-inana TO UltJ l
win ki u
considers them little short of perfec
by prepaid exprewt,
five larg--e sample
sadly.
FltKL, Showing
his
head
shook
other
Wallpaper Stock
a H250.0O0.00
tion.
books
sufprofits
a
We
been
offer
sighed.
have
from.
"I
"No," he
for cuBtomers to select Answer quickly
Not long ago his mother took him to
that you may
to our representatives.
my life from chronic
tt' the aaency in your vicinity for 1910.
see an elderly friend of hers a sweet-iaced- , ferer all
Chicago
Alfred l'eats Co., 1H0 Wabash A TO..
silver-hairewoman, who is the
Watson B.ColemnnTXTasn
widow of a veteran of the civil war.
DAVIS 1'AIN'KÍM.KR
l'FRRV
Book free. Ititeb- PATENTS ineton.U.C.
(fit Hill".
ho efNo nlher remedy
m
Before arriving at the house Mrs. Par- lias no forniirhi'ti
eat reiorcouw.
mill Ism. lumbago, stillness, nenraliiia
fective
MX'
hollies.
ker told Allen this bit of her friend's or cold uf anv sort. Put up In ':c. 3fic and
DEFIIMOE STARCH
history, and consequently the boy acYou don't have to run a boarding
corded this beautiful woman the most
house in order to board a train.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
reverent attention.
In discussing a certain current subject of literary interest the two women had a mild difference of opinion,
and Allen's regard for brass buttons
would not long permit him to listen
Outside cleanlioess is less than half the battle. A man may
In silence.
scrub himself a dozen times a day, and still be unclean. Good
"Mamma," he asked in gently rehealth means cleanliness not only outside, but inside. It means
a clean stomach, clean bowels, clean blood, a clean liver, and
proachful tones niter he had fidgeted
new, clean, healthy tissues. The man who is clean in this way
i moment in his chair, "don't you
will look it and act it. He will work with energy and think
think a soldier's wife ought to know?"
clean, clear, healthy thoughts.
From the Housekeeper.
He will never be troubled with liver, lung, stomach or blood
disorders. Dyspepsia and indigestion originate in unclean atom-ach- s.
RASH ALL OVER BOY'S BODY.
Blood diseases are found where there is unclean blood.
Consumption and bronchitis mean unclean lungs.
Awful, Crusted, Weeping Eczema on
Dr.
Little Sufferer A Score of Treatments Prove Dismal Failures.
prevents these diseases. It makes a man's insides oleoa
and healthy. It cleans the digestive organs, makes pure
Cure Achieved by Cutlcura.
clean bloods and olean, healthy flesh.
"My little boy had an awful rash all
It restores tone to the nervous system, and cures nervous exhaustion and
g
over his body and the doctor said It
prostration. It contains no alcohol or
drugs.
Constipation is the most unclean uncleanliness. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelwas eczema. It was terrible, and used
lets cure it. They never gripe. Easy to take as candy.
to water awfully. Any place the water
went It would form another sore and It
would become crusted.
A score or
more physicians failed utterly and dismally in their efforts to remove the
trouble.
Then I was told to use the
Cutlcura Remedies.
I got a cake of
Cuticura Soap, a box of Cutlcura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Re
LEADING LADY
solvent, and before we had used half
the Resolvent I could see a change in
There
are no other shoes at popular prices
him. In about two months he was enthat in any way compare with these classv.
tirely well. George F. Lambert, 139
fashionable,
shoes. They are made
West Centre St., Mahanoy City, Pa,.
on lasts that insure the utmost comfort, yet
Sept. 26 and Nov. 4, 1907."

All cows that are weak, extremel)
thin and coughing must be removed
from the herd.

tie Is only a llttl
than an awkward

HERO

Surely Nothing Wrong Could Go Forth
from Lips That Were His
Veneration.

The four dairy essentials are light
ventilation, a proper floor and a com
fortable tie.

A comfortable
more expensive
rigid stanchion.

HIS

Who

Would Enjoy

Kidney

Mrs. Elizabeth Wolf, .388 W. Morgan
St., Tipton, Mo., says: "Inflammation
of the
reached Its climax
last spring and I sufMy
fered terribly.
back ached and
pained so I could
hardly get around
and the secretions
scanty,
were
fre
quent of passage
and painful.
I was
tired all the time and very nervous. 1
began using Doan's Kidney Pills, and
after taking a few boxes was cured
and have been well ever since."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 60 cents a box. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Columbus, O. Carl Carey Ander
son, who was twice elected mayor of
O., and once congressman
Fostorla,
A good swing stanchion Is not un
hud followed this by attempting to
comfortable to the cow.
iold down both jobs at once, evetu-allgiving the town a Ave "mayors"
Gratifying the appetite adds greatlj
puzzle, has decided to keep his conm the thrift of the flock.
gressional job and let the other one
This Is the secret of the successful go, without waiting for the decision
of
the Ohio supreme court.
money-makindairyman.
Anderson, who was a Democrat In
No ups and downs In care and feed a Republican town, didn't want to
but keeping everlastingly at It

All

REAL NEED.

TERRIBLY.

'Tl

Carl Carey Anderson.
have the mayoralty job held down by
a Republican, even after he was elected congressman and away in Washington. So he delegated his power to
Democratic justice of the peace.
This Irritated the Republican council,
which appointed a mayor Itself. Then
the Republican president of the coun
cil rose in his wrath and declared that
in the absence of the real mayor in
Washington, he was mayor, so there.
That made four. Then Congressman-Mayo- r
Anderson, hoping to simplify
matters, wrote back from Washi;ton
"deposing" the JuBtice of the peace he
had first named and substituting a Republican.
But the Democrat said he
had p'j right to depose him without
comlug back to town.
At this point the riddle was good
enough to take into court. Congressman Anderson, aside from his attempt
to provide the town with superfluous
mayors and a real political comedy,
has had an interesting career. Like
Senator Lorimer, the "blonde boss"
of Illinois, he began his career as a
bootblack in Fremont, (O.) streets.
That was at ten years of age. At 16
he had saved enough to buy a home
for his mother. In 1904 he moved to
Fostorla and opened an underwear
factory, which he still owns.
TRAVELED

2,000,000

A Clean Man

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

SHOES

MILES

4SJ

Railroad Conductor In 37 Years' Service Rides Distance 80 Times
Around Earth.

PoUMI

Chicago. L. J. Punches, who begad
his railroad career 37 years ago at
Elkhart, Ind., has traveled more than
2,000,000 miles.
He was born In Akron, O., and began railroad work as a
wiper In the shops. Later ho became
a brakeman and freight conductor.
In 18S6 he was made passenger conductor and given a run from Chicago

Drag

Chem. Corp., Sole Props.,

B've your reel tnat trim ana styiisn look.

Boston.

How to Care for the Chjld,
Perplexed mother writes; "My child
has sneezing fits after the morning
sponge bath.
What would you adgive their
vise?"
Some mothers
a
hypodermic
babies
of morphine for
sneezing.
Hut we have always felt
that tills was too harsh a remedy.
Give the baby about three uiblespoon-- f
ills of Old Tom gin with a little sugar
and a pinch or lemon peel. The sugar
jjiakes this remedy more grateful to
the child. He sure to keep tills prophylactic away from father.

1

Y
WA

shoes combine style and wearing qualities to a derrree that
easily makes them the most popular, dressy and serviceable
ladies' fine shoes obtainable, at a cost no greater than ordinary shoes. Your dealer will supply you; if not, write to us.
To bt suTc tioti set ihe LEADING LADY.
look for ihe Mayer Trade Mar on the solcu
FREE - If you will send us the name of a dealer who does
not handle Leading Lady Shoes, we will send you free, post
iuiu, a ucnumui pitmieui majui yv ttBiimgiOH, Size l) I w,

w

We also make Honorbllt Shoes for men, Martha Wash- juiiiuii
cruja Lusnion onoes, special
uiiimrt diidch,
ouocB ana worn ctnoes

ANAtfX tucni ovuuui

Important to Mothers.

Examine carel'ully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a sate and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it

Signature of
In Use For Over ÍÍO Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

Two Items.
suppose with all this modern
prison philanthropy, abolishing stripes
and convict uniforms generally, they
will soon Intro luce dress suits for the
prisoners in our penal

,

"I

institutions."
"Well, you know, they already give
convicts watches and chains."
L. J. Punches.

depends upon the heater how
constructed whether it gets all
or only some of it.
the
If the heater is a
fuel-ener-

PERFECTION
Oil

ARK YOI' I.OS1NO 1'I.KSH
through a r:n'binK t'oiiKh tint ynu cannot spero to
dii'L'k: A hotitcitf Aii, n'K l.iimr Halsiiiu will cure
II
lnu--

to nuil ll.
to Elkhart, Ind. Now he has a fast tile lnniblt" ami help ymi
run from Chicago to Toledo.
majority
of our habits
Somehow the
He has acquired a modest fortune seem to he bad ones.
through industry and economy. OutSyrup.
side of working hours he indulges In
Mr. W!ne!w's Soothing
tno Ki'lutt, reducen
For rhthlren t'!etll, Hnfu-nhorseback riding.
allays tala, cures wkul colic 25ca uottle.
Mr. Punches married Miss Seville
Some family skeletons are padded
Kreider and they have two children
beyond recognition.
A daughter Is the wife of Charles
Clark of Elkhart.
Mr. Punches Is a member of the
Older of Railway Conductors.

King Is Yacht Racing Recruit.
King Alfonso of Spain is the latest
recruit to the ranks of royal racing
yachtsmen, of whom King Edward,
emperor
and Prince
the German
Henry of Prussia are among the chiel
representatives today. But although
these royal yachtsmen have won many
have steereS
prizes, few of them
their boats to victory, says the Westminster Gazette. Unquestionably th?
most expert royal helmsman Is Prince
Henry of Prussia are among the chief
roer of conquest as long ago as 1885
at the tiller of his small rater Nelly
at a Kiel regatta, and for some season
can led all before him In the Clyde-buil- t
cruiser racer Irene, su called
after itu owner's consort. In Gudruda,
"Irene's" successor, he proved equally invincible.

RaisingTemperature

(Equipped

Heater
with Smokeless

Device)'

the raising of the temperature is
certain.

Turn the wick as high or low as
it will go there's no danger, no
smoke, no smell just an emphatic
raising of temperature. The

Automatic Smokeless Device
permanent check upon carelessness, making the heater
safe in the hands of a child. Burns nine hours with one
filling, heats all parts of a room quickly.

is a

Oil indicator tells amount of oil in the
ss
font. Damper top.
Cool handle. Aluminum window frame. Cleaned in a minute. Finished
in Nickel or Japan. Various styles and finishes.
Every Dealer Everywhere. If 1NM nt Yours, Write for DeKriptlve Circuí
to the Nearest Ageucy of the

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more ooodt brighter and fetter color, then n other duo. One 10c oackaoo color, all libera. Ther die In cold water herí
to Die, Bleach and Mm Colon.
ai garment without ripping apart. Write lor tree eooUet-H-ow
MOKROE IMUa o

than

Qutaw, Twnoia.

v

.
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The Best Food for Workers.

ILLUJTRATMJ 3Y RAY WALTERS
cormcftr foá sr a.c.mscluac co.
SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with the shipwreck of
the steamer on which Miss Genevieve
Leslie, an American heiress, Lord
an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
were passengers.
a brusque American, upon
an uninhabThe three were tossed
ited island and were the only ones not
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunken stupor. Blake, shunned on the boat,
because of his roughness, became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair. The
Englishman was suing: for tile hand of
Miss Leslie. Blake started to swim back
to the ship to recover what was left.
Blake returned safely. Winthrope wasted
Ills last match on a cigarette, for whicli
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land.
Thirst atBlake was compelled to
tacked them.
carry Miss Leslie on account of weariness. He taunted Winthrope. They entered the Jungle. That night was passed
roosting high in a tree. The next morning they descended
to the open again.
All three constructed hats to shield themselves from the sun. They then feasted
on cocoanuts, the only procurable food.
Miss Leslie showed a liking for Blake,
but detested his roughness. Led by Blake
they established a home In some cliffs.
Blake found a fresh water spring. Miss
LeBlle faced an unpleasant
sHuation.
They planned their campaign. Blake recovered his surveyor's magnifying glass,
Insuring
fire.
He started a jungle
thus
Are, killing a large leopard and smothering several cubs. In the leopard's cavern they built a small home. They gained
the cliffs by burning the bottom of a
tree until It fell against the heights.

CHAPTER X Continued.
The hot ashen flew up In her face
and powdered her hair with their gray
dust; yet she persisted, blowing Btead-iuntil a shred of bark caught the
sparks and flared up In a tiny flame.
A little more, and she had a strong
Are blazing against the tree trunk.
She rested a short time, relaxing
troth mentally and physically in the
satisfying consciousness
that Make
never should know how near Bhe had
come to failing in her trust.
Soon she became aware of a keen
feeling of thirst and hunger.
She
rose, piled a fresh supply of sticks on
the fire, and hastened back through
the cleft toward the spring. Around
the baobab she came upon Winthrope,
working in the shade of the great tree.
The three leopard skins had been
stretched upon bamboo frames, and
he was resignedly scraping at their
Inner surfaces with a smooth-edgestone. Miss Leslie did not look too
closely at the operation.
"Where is he?" she asked.
Winthrope
the
motioned
down
cleft.
"I hope he hasn't gone far. I'm half
V
famished. Aren't you?"
'
"Really, Miss Genevieve, It Is odd,
you know. Not an hour since, the
very thought of food "
"And now you're as hungry as I am.
Oh, 1 do wish he had not gone oft just
at the wrong time!"
"He went to take a dip in the sea.
You know, he got so messed up over
the nastiest part of the work, which
I positively refused to do "
"What's that beyond the bamboos?
There's something alive!"
"Pray, don't be alarmed. It Is er
it's all right, Miss Genevieve, I assure you."
"But what Is it? Such queer noises,
and I see something alive!"
"Only the vlutures, if you must
know. Nothing else, I assure you."
"Oh!"
"It Is all out of sight from the
spring.
You are not to go around
the bamboos until the that is, not
"Did Mr. Blake say that?"
"Why, yes to be sure. He also said
to tell you that the cutlets were on the
top shelf."
"You mean ?"
"His way of ordering you to cook
our dinner. Really, Miss Genevieve, 1
should be pleased to take your place,
but I have been told to keep to this.
It Is hard to take orders from a low
iellow very hard for a gentleman,
wott know."
Miss Leslie gazed at her shapely
hands. Three days since she could not
have conceived of their being so rough
and scratched and dirty. Yet her disgust at their condition was not entirely unqualified.
"At least I have something to show
for them," she murmured.
"I beg pardon," said Winthrope.
"Just look at my hands like a servant's! And yet I am not nearly so
ashamed of them as 1 would have
fancied. It is very amusing, but do
you know, 1 actually feel proud that
something
I have done something
useful, I mean."
"Useful? I call it shocking, Miss Genevieve. It Is simply vile that people of
our breeding should be compelled to
do such menial work. They write no
end of romances about, castways; but
I fail to see the romance in scraping
skins Indian fashion, as this fellow
Blake calls it."
"I suppose, though, we should remember how much Mr. Blake Is doing
br us, and should try to make the
best of the situation."
"It has no best. It is all a beastly
and
"fflúiddle," complained Winthrope,
ho resumed his nervous scraping at
the big leopard ski n.
The girl studied his face for a moment, and turned sway. She had been
trying so hard to lorget.
He heard her leave, and called after,
without looking uj: "Please remem-her- .
He said to cook some meat."
Having satis-fle- d
She did not answer.
her thirst at the spring, she took
me of the bamb.io rods, with its haggled
blackening pieces of flesh, sod re- -

By Evening

She Had Her Tree - Cave

turned to the fire. After some little
experimenting, she contrived a way to
support the rod beside the tire so that
nil the meat would roast without burning.

At first, keen as was her hunger,
she turned with disgust from the flabby
flesh; but as it began to
roast, the odor restored her appetite
to full vigor. Her mouth fairly watered. It seemed as though Winthrope
and Blake would never come. She
heard their voices, and took the bamboo spit from the Are for the meat to
cool. Still they failed to appear, and,
unable to wait longer, she began to
eat. The cub meat proved far more
tender than that of the old leopard.
She had helped herself to the second
piece before the two men appeared.
"Hold on. Miss Jenny; fair play!"
sang out Blake. "You've set to with1
don't
out tooting the dinner-horn- .
blame you, though. That smells mighty
good."
Both men caught at the hot meat
eagerness.
Winthrope
and
with
promptly forgot all else in the animal
pleasure of satisfying
his hunger.
Ulake, Ihough no lens hungry, only
waited to fill his mouth before investigating the condition of the prospecThe result of the
tive tree ladder.
attempt to bum the trunk did not
seem encouraging to 1he others, and
Miss Leslie looked away, that her face
might not betray her, should he have
She was
an inkling of her neglect.
relieved by the cheerfulness of his
tone.
"Slow work, this lire business eh?
Guess, though, it'll go faster this afternoon. The green wood is killed and is
getting dried otit. Anyway, we've got
to keep at it till the tree goes over.
This spring leopard won't last long at
the present rate of consumption, and
we'll need the eggs to keep us going
till we get the hang of our bows."
"What Ss that smoke hack there?"
"Can It be
interrupted Miss Leslie.
that the fire down the cleft has sprung
up again?"
You had
"No; it's your fumigation.
plenty of brush on hand, so I heaved
it into the hole and touched it off.
While it's burning out you can put in
time gathering ring grass and leaves
for a bed."
Winthrope
"Would you and Mr.
mind breaking off some bamboo for
me?"
"What for?"
Miss Leslie colored and hesitated.
"I I should like to divide off a corner
of the place with a wall or screen."
Winlhrope tried to catch Blake's
eye; but the American was gazing at
Miss Leslie's embarrassed face with a
puzzled look. Her meaning dawned
upon him, and he hastened to reply.
You can
"All right, Miss Jenny.
build your wall to suit yourself. But
there'll bo no hurry over It. Until the
rains begin, Win and I'll sleep out in
the open. We'll have to take tnrnabout
on watch at night, anyway. If we don't
keep up a fire some other spotted kitty
will bo sure to come nosing up the
gully."
"There must also be lions in the vicinity," added Winthrope.
Miss Leslie said nothing until after
had been
the last pieces of meat

In

a Habitable

Condition.

banded around and Blake sprang up
to resume work.
"Mr. Blake," she called, in a low
tone; "one moment, please. Would it
save much bother if a door was made
and yon and Mr. Winthrope should
sleep Inside?"
"We'll see about that later," replied
Blake, carelessly.
The girl bit her lip, and the tears
started to her eyes. Even Winthrope
had started off without expressing his
appreciation.
Yet he at least should
have realized how much it had cost
her to make such an offer.
By evening she had her tree-cavhouse, she preferred to name it to herselfin a habitable condition. When
the purifying fire had burnt itself out,
leaving the place free from all odors
otlii r than the wholesome smell of
wood smoke, she had asked Blake how
His
she could rake out the ashes.
ads ice was to wet them down where
tiny lay.
This was easier said lhan done.
Fortunately the spring was only a few
yards dislant, and after many trips,
with her palm-lea- f
hat for bowl, the
girl carried enough water to sprinkle
all the powdery ashes.
Over them
she strewed the leaves and grass which
she had galhered while the fire was
burning. The driest of the grass, arranged in a far corner, promised a
more comfortable bed than bad been
her lot for the last three nights.
During this work she had been careful not to forget the lire ai the tree.
Ylt when, near sundown, she culled
the third meal of leopard meat, Blake
grumbled at Ihe tree for being what iie
termed such a confounded tough proposition.
"Good tiling there's lots of wood
here. Win." lie added. "We'll keep this
fire going lili the blamed tiling topples over, if it takes a year."
"Uh, but you surely will not stay
exso far from t Ho baobab
claimed Miss 'Leslie.
"Hold hard!" soothed Blake. "You've
Bo lkjense to get the jumps yet a
while. We'll have another lire by the
baohab. So you needn't worry."
A tew minutes later tiiey went back
to the baobab, and Wlnthrop began
helping Miss Leslie to construct a
bamboo screeja In the narrow entrance
while Wake built
of the tree-cav- e,
the second Are.
As Winthrope was unable to tell
time by the stars, Blake took the Hrst
watch. At sunset, following the en
gineer's advice, Winthrope lay down
with his feet to the small watch-fire- ,
and was asleep before twilight had
deepened Into night. Fogged out by
the mental and bodly stress of Ibe
day, he slept so soundly that it seemed
to him he hardly lost consciousness
when he was roused by a rough hand
on his forehead.
"What is It?" he mumbled.
" 'Bout one o'clock,"
said Blake.
"Wake up! I ran overtime, 'cause
Is
morning
watch
the toughest.
the
But I can't keep 'wake any longer."
"I say, this is a beastly bore," remarked Winthrope, silting up.
"Umm," grunted Blake, who was already on his back.
Winthrope rubbed his eyes, rose
wearily, and drew a blazing stick from

The best food for those who work
with hands or brain is never high
priced.
The best example of this Is found in
Quaker Scotch Oats. It stands at the
top among foods that supply nourishment and vigor, without taxing the digestion, and yet it is the least expensive food one can eat.
This great food value and low cost
make it an ideal food for families who
want to get the greatest good front
what they eat.
Laborers, factory or farm hands, fed
plentifully on Quaker Scotch Oats will
work better and with less fatigue than
if fed on almost any other kind of
food. All of these facts were proved
the Are. With this upraised as a torch and very
information
Interesting
ha peered around Into the darkness about human foods were gathered by
University
in
Yale
of
Klsher
Professor
and advanced towards the spring.
When, having satisfied his thirst, he 1908. In addition to the regular packreturned somewhat hurriedly to the age Quaker Scotch Oats is packed In
family packages either with
Are, he was startled by the sight of a large size
8
or without china dishes.
pale face gazing at him from between
DOUBLE SARCASM.
the leaves of the bamboo screen.
"My dear Miss Genevieve, what is
the matter?" he exclaimed.
"Hush! Is he asleep?"
"Like a top."
"
"Thank heaven!
"Good-nigh- t
er I say, Miss Gen
"
evieve
But the girl disappeared, and Winthrope, after a glance at Blake's placid
face, hurried along the cleft to stack
the other Are. When he returned he
noticed two bamboo rods which Ulake
Old Crab What be ye doin' araound
had begun to shape Into bow staves.
He looked them over, with a sneer at this place, eh? Wanter buy It?
Nervy Nicholas Why, I'se de speBlake's seemingly unskillful workman
ship; but he made no attempt to finish cial agent of Andrew Morganfeller
and I'se lookln' fer a site ter lay out
the bows.
his enormous estate on. I'll offer yer
free plunks fer dls place if ye'll trow
CHAPTER XI.
off 90 per cent, fer cash.
A Despoiled Wardrobe.
Hated to Take the Money.
Frank I. Cobb, the chief editorial
V liter of the
New York World, was
on a vacation in the Maine woods
once when Joseph Pulitzer, owner of
the World, wanted to communicate
OON
after sunrise Miss witii him. Mr. Pulitzer sent Cobb a
Leslie was awakened by cipher message.
the snap and dull crash of
Presently a country operator drove
a failing tree. She made a hasty toilet in to the Cobb camp and handed Cobb
und ran out around the baobab. The the message, which read .something
burned tree, eaten half through by the like this:
fire, had been pushed over against the
grif"Simplicity aggrandizement
Both fon gerald roderlck
cliff by Blake and Winlhrope.
hopscotch
stood
now
up
and
had already climbed
htiinfat publicity."
on the edge of the cliff.
"There's a dollar to collect for de"Hello, Miss Jenny!" shouted Blake. livering that message," said the opera"We've got here at last. Want to tor, "but I hate to take it. Somebody
come up?"
along the line got it all balled up,
"Not now, thank you."
rnd they ain't no sense to it."
right.
you're
But
"It's easy enough.
The Rare Gift of Courtesy.
Try your hand again at the cutlets,
Courtesy Includes not merely social
won't you? While they're frying we'll
get some eggs for dessert. How does kindness, graces of speech, absence of
rudeness, but honorable treatment of
that strike you?"
business associates and of all the fel"We have no way to cook them."
low citizens with whom a man of aflong!"
So
"Roast 'em in the ashes.
Miss Leslie cooked breakfast over fairs may have business to transact.
the watchfire, for the other had been It is not American to keep one citiscattered and stamped out by the men zen waiting all day at the door bewhen the tree fell. They came back cause he Is poor, and to grant anin good time, walking carefully, that other citizen an interview because it
they might not break the eggs with is believed he is rich. Wisdom is not
which their pockets bulged. Between confined in a purse, and frequently
them, they had brought, a round dozen much wisdom may be learned from a
Blake promptly began poor man.
and a half.
stowing all In the hot ashes, while
A
Winthrope related their little advenMary, aged 14, was found one daj
ture with unwonted enthusiasm.
by an older sister sobbing and crying
"You should have come with us,
"What is the matter?" she asked
Miss Genevieve," he began. "This time witli great concern.
of day It is glorious on the cliff top.
"Three boys have asked me to go
Though the rock Is bare, there Is a Ane
was the unexto the dance
"
view
pected reply.
"Fine view of grub near the end,"
"Well, my dear child, certainly that
interpolated Blake.
Is not such a terrible misfortune."
you must take
"As, yes; the birds
"Yes; but I told the first one I
The
a look at them, Miss Genevieve!
would go with him, and the last one
sea end of the cliff is Uve with them was a long panter" Harper's.
hundreds and thousands, all huddled together and fighting for room.
Unusual Luck.
They are a sight, I assure you! They're
"So you've
rented that haunted
11
was well we took house' which was on your bands so
plucky, too.
of
the
one
was,
it
sticks with us. As
'ong?"
gunnels boobies. Ulake calls them
"Yes; rented it to an actor."
caught me a nasty nip when I went to
Did he find out its reputation?"
lift her off the nest."
"That's the very thing that decided
"Best way is to kick them off," ex- him to take the house."
plained Blake. "But the point is that
"Rather surprising!"
we've hopped over the starvation stile.
"He said it would be such a comfort
Understand?
The whole blessed cliff lor him to get inside of a house
end Is an omelette waiting lor our pan. where the ghost walked every night."
Pass the leopardettes. Miss Jenny."
Heartless Parent Again.
When the last bit of meat had disapGardener,
don't
Girl
Beautiful
peared, Blake raked the eggs from the
It will
ashes and began to crack them, sol- make u flower bed there.
emnly sniffing at each before he laid spoil our croquet ground."
Can't help It, miss.
Gardener
.'
it on its
platter. Some were a
None, however, were Them's my orders. Your father says
trille "high."
going
to
have this garden dehe is
thrown away.
When it was all over. Winthrope voted to horticulture, not husbnndry.
contemplated the scattered shells with
THE DIFFERENCE
a satisfied air.
Coffee Usually Means Sickness, But
"Do you know," he remarked, "this
Always Means Health.
Postum
is the first time I've felt er replenished since we found those cocoa-nuts.- "
Those who have never tried the experiment of leaving off coffee and
"How about one of 'em now to top drinking Postum in Its place and in
off on?" questioned
Blake.
this way regaining health and happiness can learn much from the experi(TO BR (Tl.VTlNTEn.)
ence of others who have made the
triaL
Why Musicians Wear Long Hair.
One who knows says: "I drank cof
"Why do musicians wear long hair?"
fee
for breakfast every morning until
"Pshaw, I thought
said the barber.
I had terrible attacks of indigestion
everybody knew that. They wear long
producing days of discomfort
and
hair to protect their ears, of course
nights of sleeplessness. I tried to give
(heir sensitive ears. All depends, with
up
use
entirely,
the
coffee
of
but found
musicians, on the ears, the same as It
hard to go from hot coffee to a
all depends on the eyes with paintI tried Postum.
glass of water.
Then
And the ears of musicians are
ers
"It was good and the effect was so
delicate, liable to take cold, liable to pleasant
that I soon learned to love
and what not. It and have used
aches, inflammations
it for several years.
So they protect them with long hair, I improved immediately
after I left
and you have no more right to laugh off coffee and took on Postum and
at the mane of a pianist or violinist am now entirely cured of my Indigesand tion and other troubles
lhan at Ihe protective shields
all of which
pads of your favorite halfback."
were due to coffee, I am now well
and contented
and all because I
Law.
changed from coffee to Postum.
Of law there can oe no less acknowl"Postum Is much easier to make
edged than that her seat is the busorn right every time than coffee, for It is
of God, her voice the harmony of the so even and always reliable.
We
world; all things in heaven and earth never use coffee now In our family.
We use Postum, and are always well."
do her homage, the very hast as feel"There's a reason" and It Is proved
ing her care, and the greatest as not
exempted from her power; both angels by trial.
Look in pkgs for a copy of the famous
and men and creaturts of what condition soever, though each in different little book. "The Road to Wellville."
Ever
yet
rend the nbnve letterf A new
all with uniform
sort and manner,
nnnparn from
time to time. They
consent, admiring her as the mother of one
are genuine, true, aud full of humas
their peace and joy. liicliard Hooker. interest.
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LING to your youth; it is an
artist's stock In trade; do
lot give up that you are aging and you
von't age." Robert Louis Stevenson.
"With

wrinkles

mirth and laughter
come." Shakespeare.

let

old

Entertaining Our Friends.
The sensible people who entertain
jften and simply are those we delight
to honor and we know they are not
guest.
disturbed by an unexpected
Have some little surprise when entertaining. It need not be anything elaborate, but Just something out of the
ordinary. Keep a notebook in which
you may write or paste clippings of
the odd and unusual, and observe
when traveling and store up ideas.
There Is of course "nothing really
new under the sun," but we may b
ingenious enough to make things appear so. A cake that Is simply delicious, seems elaborate, but Is not,
bas found favor among many. Bake
a white cake in a sheet about an inch
and a quarter thick. Cut In pieces
with a small biscuit cutter; put three
pieces together with a cooked frosV
ing between each, and spread around
the sides; then roll In shredded cocoa-nu- t.
Make the frosting as follows:
of a cupful of butter,
Wash one-thirsugar,
add one cupful of powdered
gradually, and beat until creamy.
Then add one cupful of cream Ailing
which has been cooled. Flavor with
squares
vanilla and one and one-hal- f
of melted chocolate.
Cream Filling for the Above. Mix
seven-eighth- s
of a cupful of sugar
of a cupful of
fiour,
with one-thir- d
of a teaspoonful of salt;
beaten, and
add two eggs, slightly
pour on gradually two cupfuls of
scalded milk. Cook 15 minutes in a
constantly undouble boiler, stir.-intil thick,
afterwards occasionally.
Cool slightly and flavor with either
vanilla or lemon.
A salad that is most appetizing and
good to look at is made of a few apples, a stalk or two of celery, a handful of nuts and a few strips of the
sweet red and green pepper shredded.
Serve with a boiled dressing or mayonnaise on a crisp lettuce leaf. A resourceful woman is able on short notice to serve an appetizing meal which
Is a gratification to herself
and a
pleasure to her guest.

AKK to be what you are, and
learn to resign with a good
grace all that you are not and to believa
in your own individuality." Amiel.

Our Simplest Dishes That Are Often
Poorly Served.
There are a few dishes that It
would seem all cooks should be able
to prepare with satisfaction, but when
one is served poor bread, poorer toast,
badly cooked steak and eggs and such
unspeakable coffee, we are appalled
at the need for training along these
cooks
lines. Some of these
have not even the consciousness that
their cooking is bad. They are like
the woman who has a great deal of
taste, but it is all bad.
There is hope and a future for her
who knows that she does not know,
but deliver us from her who knows
not and knows not that she knows
not.
Any one may learn to cook an egg
or a steak, and serve a good cup of
coffee, but there must be thought and
science used in the operation.
crisp
A good loaf of bread or a
piece of toast Is not evolved without
previous training and practice.
Now, all these things are worth
while, and until we bring trained
minds and hands to the work, we will
results. We hear
hnve haphazard
people say every day: "I never have
good luck making so and so." There is
no such thing as luck in cooking.
Things are good because the conditions are favorable, or bad because
they were not, and It Is our business
when cooking to see that conditions
are right. One says: "My mother was
a splendid cook and she was never so
careful about her measurements." We
must remember that an experienced
cook has a trained eye and it is hardly safe to trust eye measurements until we have years of experience, so
when we see her putting in a bit of
this and a pinch of that she knows
just what she is measuring as we do
with a teaspoon leveled with a knife.
Then let us not be satisfied until we
have raised or standard of cookery
in these simplest of our foods and
"climbed from better up to best."
Tomato Preserve.
Peel one pound of yellow pear tomatoes, cover with sugar and let
stand over night. In the morning
pour off the syrup and boil until quite
thick: skim, then add tomatoes, ginger, and lemons which have been
sliced and the seeds removed. Cook
until the tomatoes have a clarifed appearance.
Peach Dessert.
Serve one-hal- f
of a large peach the
hollow of which Is Ailed with whipped
cream and then sprinkled with nuts.
The peaches should be first sweetened and the cream may be sweetened and flavored with
k--
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it. Oh" at thy g'.ance "it isn't
rhi'anthroi.'ic Echeme.
The bjy
Will give me t:ce!k nt service. IÍ it is
a guod thitg lor h::n, It's a bettor
thing lor uie. And I'u to so out with
h.ai to launch the mterpiine. I've
no cotion of being in the wny v.hen
tuy brother and his wi.'e te;uru."
"But your brother can't do v.i.'Lout
you. You trill alv,
be es aeceisji-to him as his wife."
"Later, perhaps, but not J :st r.t
first," she said.
"vVe don't
know
much ebout hony:i,oois. you arid 1,
Mr. Twinip;; b::t I'm sure you'll agree
with me that no mnn wants even his
beloved sister underfoot at that timu.
to Dan and I are off in a lcrini;:!it."
"Good!" I approved; "fnd if thlns
don't go well . ith mo I'll co-- a u.o.;j.
May I?"

CHAPTER X!l.
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stairs,
wore a rather
erumptlous gown of white-o- ne
from
her troupjeau, I imagine, ard the hope

:l XTr!

'he

... y Waiting is Over,"
me

I

Breathed.

nothing but the one thing I am
Yon won't keep tne

bo easier to hear.

vaiting any lor.scr, will you?"
"After all that has bp.rpeced you
still w?:it me for your "

"More than ever: a thousand times
more than ever!" I cried.
"1 don't understand
how you can."
she said. Phe turned her face fro:'j
r:.e. leaning heavily on the tab!?, the
ioi't fireviglit ever her. "'ault: you
ever he '."re of tic! ! huve d.ciived
you bo Ici'j "
"You must deceive neither yo:sel'
cor me now," I said, seriously.
"t
want the truth, whatever that is. He
roncst. Don't try to be kind to me.
You have hod o
vetenee so
long. Think only oí' ymirseli now."
1
waited lor br reply, but It wm
long in coiuius, to long that my heai t
sank.
"If I am io h- rhe btgan.
"I n ust tell vlhi t i.a
that- "Yo? Ufin'' h. r.'ra'd. dear. '
'That It wou'd he fojiUt Too
for me to io
for
"Dc-- 't
try to :
I
I have bi.xn a lot.
A little soi .id of
I pul:cd DiyLolf
..h'.r

1"

o.Tort.

"You mi stn't worry," I said, dr.!';
"I cun't b ame you, hoavta knows!
wouldn't have you con:e to me unlen
you love niu, you know that. And
would rather go on mono than hav
you give yourself to me through pity
ves- yes!" she cried.
1
I ha.
Into the nre.
thought I v.as prepared!
PScnt:y she began to speak again"
you let me .laish. please?

''.s,"l

-

be foolish for me to--to
try to care
tar you, hee.u.e-bctau- se-"
"Ch- t!to ease It lor me!" 1
brot la
learn to bear It.
roig;vo n.e for being so long gettlnr
,SPlt ln band' You're not to blame
yourse!f' dear' Yo"
ave me
1Uy Ic;16ün t
I did.
I told
myself that I didn't, but I did-e- vrn
,
when
thought Ankonr wM w'nr
oarry you oil the next
I still
hoped' 11 8Pemed 'o me th.' heaven
meant you Eho"!1 Mo"S to me, and

'U!,ml
Ttol
lier ZZl was UH too a that I
velvety thing that I had not seen be- o'ok a"
me
t It
ff.re. It became her wonderfully, with there!
and don't"
its bewitching folds and curves and
..
i
,0 Pn,8n
'
telrf "l!et mo o on."
Hse.rw.thAaDM
'ts cbarralns "'"!
"i wlsh you wouldn t ... t
iholThi new loveliness,
thriüed me
,
the sat íown bend,a ,0
while the eyes that looked down oí couid
not
".sty'and"
loftiess
HaVarr,Tvrc7,M
ot
i0'."'0 thcy were
the
d

stned

Z'

--

rtlo
,

,J

ilr

1

lanwhl

Z.aL,

l?1:?.

et
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'

Bight of me.
"Going out?" I asked, lightly, as If
were not dazzled and palpitant.
"To a very small affair at the
Averlll?'. Why not come alon??"
se I'm ret
Hut you
will give me a minute before you
go?" I pleaded.
She glanced at the hnll clock.
"Tie, I think so. Hord Averill Is
coming for me, but It isn't time for
nlm yet."
"Annie," said I to the rrald, "If Mr.
Averill arrives, show him Into the
drawing-roonr.il lei hip wtit."
' You are vet
111.1:;," I'anh: la
1

"!"

styld,

wna a

:L

tíJJi

tüuB4

pbee

v .....

p.ev.r

"

uu.v:i:'t: sul'e.

üiJ iiot sit. tat váuuu
leaaicg sgsinst

tú

it,

'
;
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Voice WM indescribable.

couldn't try to care for you
I
have been-h- ave

-

rau - e becnM

"1

..

be-

Decn nghtlng for months
to to quit
' ninm
ua, way wny will you be so

dense?"

"Harbara!" I cried, bending over
her.
She put up a futile little hand between us, but I laughed In the rapture of the moment and caught her in
my arms.
"Walt." she pleaded.
"My waiting Is over!" I brcatl:d.
"Oh, look at tre, dear one, and let me
bavo the testimony of your eye3. I'm
afraid of your lipa."
"Koollsh!" whhpered
she, lifting
her eyes to mine
And then: "But
oh, you aie Tuai, Tom!
yrn ore
crr.rtlraj my bcunCful re-- ram. and
aid ctA even e pL'V '"JUi a lit.
i......'
1.0.-..twm
t
tit

tH

otr

Artíllela! "Corfe" Factories.
According In the statistics of a
Paris paper which has Investigated
the subject, there are no less than
li'O factories In Trance for the
of artificial
coffee.
These
factories turn out 24,ftOO tons annually, while there are 5(18 such estabAustria-Hungarinin
lishments
cluding 4 2 for the manufacture of
CiiiTee
from figs and in (iertnany
nearly l'.oiid hands are employed In
the trade and the annual output Ii
MO.OOO tons.
It follow that a large quantity of
"coffee" which we drink has not an
atom of the leal berry In it. The Hit
out of which it is manof substam-ufactured is alarming. Cereals soaked
brandy
or rum, chestnuu
beer,
with
and horse chestnuts, haricot beam
rnd broad beans, carrots, dates and.
finally, the hard roe of the cod. The
annual output of whrt Is charmingly
called "fanciful coffee" for Europe Is
estimated at over üúT.OOi) tons.
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5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.
CURTIS

& WOLFLEY.

Prop's.

The Best Line Cf Fresh and Cured Meats
In Town.
"Out Of Town Orders Solicited."

Serial 010I2I. Se of sw,
R 20 i;., n.m.p.m.
Neof
T. 4 N., R. 21 E., N.M.P.M.
w ot sw, ne of se, nw of se Sec. 2.
Me of sw, nw of sw, sw of sw, serf sw,
.e of so, nw ofse, sw of se, se of se,
c. 3. Ne of sw, nw of sw, sw of sw,
Ace. 4, T. 4N., R. 21 E., N.M.P.M.
640
2, T.
V, t"?. 2,

e'res.

List 696. Serial 010122. Se of sw,
ie of se, nw of se, sw of se, se of se,
'ee. 4.
ne of sw, nw of sw, sw of sw, be of sw,
ie ;.ie, nw of se, sw of tu, s of se,
c.5. Ne c." se, nw ov se, s of 33,
jc. 6, T. 4 v., R. 21 E., N. M. P. M.
0 acres.
697. Sr'cl 11123. Let 6, Sec.
iv: of ne, sw of r.w, ce of nw, Sec.
Sw o.T ne, s? o:' ne, sw of nw, se of
.
iw, ne of sw, nw of sw, sw of sv, se
few, ne of se, nw of se, sv of se, se
Sec. 9, T. 4 ;'., It 21 E., N. M. P.
.
acres.
sv :98. Ser'al 010124.
Sw of re,
t"
Sec. 10. Ne oTue, nw of ne,
v oi ne, se o." ne, ne of nw, se of nw,
ec. 11.
Ne of ne, nw of ne, sw of ne,
?ofne, ne of nw, nw of nw, sw of
n v, se of nw, Sec. 12, T. 4 N., R21 E.,
610 a:Tes.
N. M. P. M.
Ke of ne,
0'012"
L'st G'i..
nv oi' it , sv.- - of n.', se o: ne, no oi' nw,
w of nw, rw oi" nw, seot'nw, neof sw,
iV of sw, sw of sw, seof sw, ne of se,
w cf se, sw of sc. se ofse, Sec. 17, T.
.jo
r. 2i a, n. m. p i.
o ' n- 'M " X SrrV i1 f":

Livery Stable and Feed

.!.

it
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P.

I.
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HORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
HACK

i. Si ria1 i''
7, T. 4 N., ii. 2': tí.. I
;, U-'- t !, 2, 3, Se
s. iff. p. m. ; (' i7 .

U 2. a, 4,
si. . it.

' 1 i.
2. Ser
.at
-.
ii' Sv , re o
i . , "., is i
e.-'. Li. I ;, : t i.- -- v., t.v 0. sv,
Sec. 5, l et 1. Se . 6, T. 4 N., . 2'!.:..,
833 61 ,1'n-sN. M. r. M.
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ALL TRAINS.

5UNNYSIDE,

Notice to Homesteaders!

N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Dep.rtment of the lmerior, U. S. Lani Offc.
notice of intention to make
at tí. uta he. N. M., Aun. Zi'rú. 10 9.
given thai LaurviHcE. ''teman.
final proof on your homestead appears Notice ia hereby
X'
J ...1
Cl. olí inno
in these tolumns, read it carefully, and Homentead Entry. No. 33 ferial 0Í8O9. fcrn
e
Í,
Section
Hp.
.
, R
p
if you lind any error in the dates,
27i Town h.2,
M(.ridi,n
ha "'
notice of n cntion o make f nal
or spelling of names, it Should tat.on
proof, to estab-.aclaim to the lrnd above
,
De reoreeu to una uoice at once, bu ii uacroeu, 1k;iuií w. m. viaint;t',ii u S Comr,
i bi aay oz niv, in s
aiCmcarao n, i. ,en ii:e
can be corrected.
laimant namea i. v.i.n.-ue- :
V. 1.. T.id
U might delay your final proof should Sam S.,uyera. J. N. l.in. L. M. Kenwly.
an error be allowed to rema'n in the
K. nucl R Otero, Fen auir.
notice.

If your

d:..

CONTEST NOTIfE.
U. S. Lan.t Cfljco at
UeD.lrrrer.t of tVe
'
V
N. M.
t ft.
Cfflce
'
.; ".
,
IV, 'l ? '
at Fosveil. K. M.
ltZ
John E. Withers, Daniel a. Hull ..ntry
t, mude Oct.
Notice .'s htrevy
al Ko.
- 6ert'r
I... n;,.n o N,
oí Anuda, Oaii lcliipe Ct.unty, N. M who. on J.
E.
. in winch
ci
,
.V arch 17th, 19.8
Entry. los. Kniitre
,.' Vir.ni l A. IihII
ni.ine lo.ni-sienu n
thet ald trw t
ho MUiif. . " r :crt.e.'!lt qur.r-.er- , Section tf:b,ipt, i. ? resm. nee i .1 pail
Is
n t 8 ttl.-an rr- So Y; i rii,ei;ial R'ere- K,
uif n. culirvaten nú in
n. hi;:
y lav , a ie.
ire rcrtij nnuru v
nine r ra6pGn(i,
f , 8 evidence
..'td not!':' .i." i i.
,.nrt ojíi-pM,r
touchinir aa.J
111 o'l luclr a
cu':m
19.
9.
sli
n
Ir.id
the
nllci'at!
m
No':.
sti:
to
Í).
n
rrcof.
it
in
u'
tf
In'.
U. S fourt Cou.r. at buih- ltí
Wc.l'iirirton, U. S.
bu oro '.
'xwe de. i r.
N. AÍ., i n the 25th day o o nwK a. m. un iv ,v. ...i uuy, nei.
r.or. at I.icur-irr' m
i 9.
ter bnd Riiceiver nt the U. S. Li.nd Office in Si nt
J.imM Provn. fe N.
.
The a..iri erntrsrent
in a propei- affidavit,
V
illiara .li.iic, L. A. Johnson, all
tii.-.-t
W. .. ,(,,., iw... ,. hi,
M c ,.
at.
itft'r due d'iiK. n"e pcip nr.! uetv'ce oí t.h:f notiia
is
hereby ordorel an' Kritil
ci nn.t be miiie. it
T. C. Tillotson, P.eirister.
that such n tice te irivon by due tnd propir
uhlUatiun.
Mancet. R. Otero, Re ihter.
filRl Bin ?R- - lait oct Hi
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lVpsrln ent f the Imtriar. U. 8. Land
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liCTICE F0?t PUBLICATION.
:T'r: enl o' the Interior, U. S. Land Offire

ir,

CoBl.-r-

maa In Atchison n
vou dare not rríTeest
that
.. ...
...
. .
loiog to tus; . K iij numua
thut h CMuf áálftf. Q
lM ' tr raln" ' sno
There Is

AUeIeco

l

M.

N.

Kiven
v

;: r-

'

..M-

that
!"',"

P.

i'"

Randolph
M.ay

fríl?

1

9

ne fuunh. Sent ion K Suuthweat one
h .est one lOUrLli, Set,tit.n 6, fcVmlheat
f Lrth S jutiietiSt ene i'ourth Section . TownEast, N. M. P. McreJian,
li:p
North,
ua tiU- -' nct ce of h'a ;n'.eniion to make tina) rive
c a:m t the lanci above
jot r viUdi', ti;
l ejore
Frank N. Pape. U. S. Court
ni'Bucn.r. Schroeder, Chavea County, N. M.,
ot November 9(,9.
on tr.tAlfred W. I'ride,
t' ii
"ames nn wíttpf
Tir.ibfiCl.a8. W 'iiani Ii. baKer, Thomas E. W.
N. M.
Ruch&nan,
all
CoMir a.
of
T. C. Tillcihon, Register.
N
fvUf

-.

!th, dy

oct

i

nrv

p;
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05439

PUBLICATION.

NOTICE FOR

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

aire.

Dcrnrm:nt of lh 'n'erinr.

U. S. Lan i Office
I . M.. Oct. 21,
Notice íj hereby given
L'n Wi'lUma,
La Lftr.do, N. M. who, on June t, 18 ", ma le
Sec ton 2bt Township 3
E. 18L92, forSW
Kauxe 26 E, N,M P Mtredian, hutt fl ed n 'tire

ii

G,obe.

rt

Kfüvell,

tht

of

I'.

N,
of
intention to make F'na) Commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above rfra ribed, het'or
Charles C. Henry, U. S. Comm aaioner. at his
in Fort Sumner, N. M., on the 8th day of December.

19.9.

Claimant nnmes pji witnesses: V.. 1. Hunter.
J. A. Perkins Bud Peikii.s, P. Q. Alldredge, all
of Sunn, side. N. M.
T. C- - Tir.LOTBON, Register.
Oct 3 j dec 4

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. U. S.
LAN
OH" ICE AT SANTA FE N. M.Oct 4th.
19 y.
N. tfee io hereby given that James O. Reed.
f
Ric rdo N. M who on January 17th., 1908. made
Humeatead Entry No. 12871, for North half North
Wed quarter, Srction lit. Tnwnrhip 2 Morth,
nc'pal Meridian, has filed
kantrc 24 Eat. N
noli ke of his intention to make final Commutation proof, toentaVjl'sh claim to tho land above
described, before W. M. Weddington U S. Commissioner, at Ricardo, N. M., on the 23rd day of

Serial 0.2.1- SNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. V. 3. Land Office
at Kutre;l, N- M.. Oct 16, If 9.
Notice is hereby riven that Welder F. Gillespie,
Mh
oneoi the heirs of Euell r . Cilietpie. Deed., who,
on June 22 1F9, matte H. Kntry 11Ü6. Serial No.
114239. for K 2
Section 2, Twp. J"N., R. 2d
E., and on July 9. 1999, made H. E. K70. Serial no
tM2U(J,
E
B
Section 35, Township 2 N..
for
November, 1909.
n.m.p. Meridian, ha filed notice of
RanKo 26
Claimant names as witnefseti: E. C. Mitchell, intention E..
to make Final Five Year Proof, to estabG. W. Zimmerman. J. H. Singer, Walter Howlish claim to the land above described, before W.
ell, all of Ricardo. N. M.
M. Wrddintrton, U. 8. Comr. at Ricardo, N.
ia
Manuel R. Otero, Register,
the 11th day oí December, 1909.
20
oct
.
Claimant names as witn. asen:
Brown Harris.
Will Maxwell, Ira P. Oillespie,
Isaac Sandoval;
all of Sunnyside. N. M.
Re utter.
T. C. Tillotaon,
CONTEST NOTICE.
oct 23 -- nov 27
Department of the Interior, United .States Land
Office at KoKWell. N M October 11. 19. 9.
A sufficient contest affidavit havinfr been filed in
this office by Afrustus E. Anderson, contestant,
Serial 08513
affüinst, Humeatead Entry, No. 13893, made
NOTICE FOR PCBUCATION.
Section 29, Township
4. 19Lf7, for
1 South, Itantre 23 East H, M. p. Meridian,
by Paul
Department of the Inter r. United States Land
is
IWCJ.
U. Btnst n. Cintestee, in which it
Offv at Hoswell. N. M .
aürtred that
Haiti ent rv man has wholly abandoned said land for
Notice is hereby given that Martha E. Walker,
more than six months last past, said parties are of Ricardo. Cuada'uoe Co.. N
who, on March
hereby notified to arrear, rr spend, and olftr evi- - 28, id,j8, made Homestead Entry
Hence touching said allegation at 10 o clock a. m. no. 08 103. for
Section 3?, Township 2 N.,
n November 23. 1U09. befcrs ihe Retrinter and nungt: zo e N.B.p. meriotan. naa niea notice oz
Kecc'ver at the United States Land Office in intention to make final Commutation nroof. to i
R. swell, N. M.
tabliah claim to the land above described, before
The said contestant having, in a proper affidavit W. M. Weddington. U. S. Comr . at Ricardo, N.
filed July 2r, 19o9. set torth facts , hkh show that M.. on the 8th day of December, 1909.
after due diligence personal service of thia notice Claimant nanvs as witnes-esJ. R. Walters.
can not be made, it is hereby ordered and directed J. J. l;lack, W. E. MonUgue, J. N. L ne; all of
that ttuch notice be given by due and proper Ricardo, N. M.
publication.
T. C. Tillotaon. Reg. iter.
T. C. Tillotson. Regirter.
Oct 28 uo 27
H.
LD Huru, Receiver.
Oct 16 nov 21

r

CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, United Stmt
Land
tJtf-cat Roawell N. M.. Oct 2,
'
at Hosweil. N. M. A Itifncient contest affiilavit hav.nv beta riled in
H......
lnKl.vtl... Dm H Cn.
Vocker. eontettant,
Sehroecer N. M.. who, on Octo'.-er- ,
Slst.. 1907, thia oflice by Ce-rS.pt. 23. !;,',
ma.1. Hornean ad Entry, No. 13102, íse.UI No. HomeMead Entry. No. 2ull7,
Section 25. Towmhip 2 s . Rar.,-- c 2 t
Section 18, ToTj,hip
012 f. for Noithweat
1
Mriaian. by William 1. u.a ock Conti.-,Scutfe, J.enir. 22, East, N. M. F. Merwlian.
eon-trnrtfcat mH tntnnmu law
S v'"'
baa i.d nnice of hia in'entlca to Baak I
"
anymale finti cmuutfition prooi, to ejtaD.ith ' wr.fiiy a;Da(H.a ifcJ sia lann tor e tnMi ijt
rJ p.,111. uri mt-I- J
Cicacnrtid. iM.'una tmjt urjn nr
:aaii kbov
notini'I
tutt
c.iil
..i.
jrou v,
maLper. nkposvl, an 1 offv vknct toucclu
It a r. J- ,- rv,mn.i..,
Zjth. day ai Novuaheo-- . liL
saf
Wldldui N. if., as
Utati4i at 10 o'clock a. m. o VeMamb tto,
lSjft batoj th. Aanátt&f asd JtMfvvat tb, U.itwt
m
Etat.i Laid Office at Koavcell. N. M.
e. rr. w.
in
wil ;t J.
T. C. Ti.loiaon. Rematar.
n.-tLiaxd- . 8-- . tlicf
h, M
Oct 11 nov 27
T. C. TlLLuiauM, KeaUttr.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Perinrtrrient of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
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ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR,
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-
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uiffB-M- t

utomo-
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Frcmpt Service and Courteous Alter.lion
Given To All Patrons.

!

Note.

üo.-n-.

Rooms

ed

1,;t.J:- -1

ft

lial.

e

Lots 1. 2,
Serial 010120.
rw of ow, ee of sw, ne of sc, nw of
K; sw of se, se of se Se?. 1. Lots 1, 2,
;,
ne of sw, nw of sw, sv, of sw,
'. v. 2 T. 4p. P.. 2'' K. N.N.o.M. 5:7.12
',

Beard and Clean,

s
Well-furnish-

1st 69 !.

Intellectual Comcctitlcr.
Where intellectual vttaW.r i r"-slve- ,
List 703. Serall''..'li;.
lo 2, ",
Intellectual
atutal 1, 5, ne of sw, ne oi se, niv i.í se, i ec.
riv:.!i.
and Inevitable. To ii.-r
G. Ne of nw, nw of nw, Sec.
10, T. 4
competition anion? . ii e
aud N., R. 23 E. Ne of no, nw of ne, swo;'
to make real n.e:.-.'in ;.(o
)?, se of ne, ne of de, nw of se, sw of
ground of coveted d:.
would
..,.1
i, iit :. Id, 'f. ó N., K. 1st K, N.M.F.K.
be a superfluous tank ;i f.e cjllefce
were discharging Its lec.tilrte func- .43.09 acres.
tions. New York Evening Toat.
Se of se.
I.'st 701. Serial 010130.
Ne of se,
Sec. 13, T. 5 N., R. 19 E.,
Some Criticism.
nw of se, sw ot se, se of se, bee. 1 ,
"I'm glad my children are all beys, ' T. 5 N' , K 20 E. Ne of ne, nw of ne,
said the mother of seven young hopesw of ne, se of ne, ne of nw, nw of nw,
fuls. "Hecause why?" queried the privw of nw, se of nw. Sec. 15, T. 5 N.,
ileged friend. "Hecause none of them
Is doomed to grow up and marry R. 20 E., N. M. P. M. 520 acres.
a man like their dad," she answered
Any and all persons claiming adversewith a sigh.
ly the lands described,
are advised to
file their claims, or objections,
on or
Proper Display of the News.
1909.
The Rome Tribune "would like to before the 23rd day of November,
Manuel R. Otero, Register.
read of one hotel i.re where
the
nightgowns did not get In the headNotice of the above will be published
lines." That's right; leave the mot n the Fort Sumner Review, published
prominent feature of the parade to
Sumner, New Mexico, which I
the body of the article. Nashville at Fort
hereby designate as the newspaper
American.
published nearest the lands described.
Manuel R. Otero, Register.
15-t- 5
Ofients Unpardonable.
If any woman were to hang a man
for stealing her picture, although It
were set iu gold. It would be a new
CONTEST NOTICE.
case In law; but if he carried off the
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office.
setting and left tho portrait I would
N. IW., Oct.
K;fii.tll.
19.
not answer for his safety. Colton.
A sudicietiL tt nU nt tlíidavit huvicg- peii ñlnl in
hiaottiieby Piter Yockcy. rontetiutnt. KKuinst
li.-limude Oct. 1, irxirj.
H mstead Entry, No.
north-ea- t
Section 2 .T-- wr.Bhj 2 N. Rame
Did His Best.
Tt m
2T K., n.m.p. Meridiar, byV. Uli.-n.Con'es- i.ict il is at.e.'ml (hAL ham enrymn has
Passerby "Here, boy, your dog hai wholly abandt
ned said Und for more than a x
bitten me on the ankle." Dog Owner
Last past, said i arties are hereby no itied
and otfer evicence touliinK ra l
"Well, that's as high as he cou'd to apesr, respond,
at ne'inl u m nn fW 1 1U Q L.fnra
reach. YOU WOUltlli't exiiect a little the lieKister an i Receiver at the Unted StMUm
"
pup like him to bite your neck, woalJlu0rtkeinrttBW,
.
Weekly.
yerT" TeaiBon-oct 23 nov 27
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First-cks-

t

of the Interior, V. S.
:t i: it.. e, N. M.,
O- t. ÍS. ltVJ.
lur.-.'fc
ivi
t i.it it. P.
: tt:--- '
. rv u n. Coaidiisvvnpr ot Pub.ie Land
filed in
A tue Territory ot New
this otiice on May 20, I!)0D, under the
provisions of the Act of Cctn'rwi of
i
June 21, lS'.'S, Jnd mnity i
l
tiors, far the foil .win,. uVscr'uod
I tp.
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Mrs. M. Philion, Proprietress.

C!01l

ICil

KST

SUMNER RESTAURANT.

FORI

rur:itu.i;r.--

to

$5.50 per WEEK.
SUNNYSIDE. NEW MEX.

BOARD and ROOM,

oth-

s
, U'st.iíiunúil. ele.
ui.t, hole rt;.:ent,
'
iU Ann fatiett, New Yrok City, N. Y.

t..r .uit

A

Acorrceroudont Lo eeni? y8 some
UAaiiabJe verse exUaiL that he is
ft HKvmii
uJuut but
'mere lit-

$4.50 per WEEK;
D. HOODENPYLE, Proprietor.
DAY DCAD,

it.

Thwe who have used it will have no
er, and reccommend it to their fellow

MEALS, 25 Cents.

ROOMS, 25 Cents.

!.iti)95.

The Problem of Vagabondism.
What we shall do with the derelicts is a great and Increasing prob
lem. It has not been tettled satis-factoilly In any great community.!
Au. official ptatement recently Issued!
In the effect that many thousands!
of former good workmen have he-coice fo enamored of n Hie of ld!e-- '
l'eea during the bet IS month:) that
tN-retttt't to return 'o work n:i'v
il.hi oc'jasi r. oh'eir.. V.V c.inhl wibh
It'
thai tl.c staicir.M.i we:e loti-ue- .
if It is trrre.-- r
in lamentable
What
every human being needs U son e
stimuli's, some mental tnod as v eil
The
as a care for creature- wants.
uctual necessities of lile arc few. Th
comforts are increasingly expensive.
It will require more wisdom than It
row available to establish a system
which shall he wholly satisfactory,
but it does seera as If we miyht ht
making more piugiess.
LimlteJ Censorship.
What the censor cannot do U t
give a certifícate ot approval lur ijp
public, and unless the public üi'i"OV.,t
his license Is of no value at nil. t'n
the other hand, he can deprive tha
public of the opportunity to approve,
and In that power he U not a protection, but a menace and a bar to managers. London Stage.

HOTEL de CAMP.

oí Hrphoplit-to- s
EdwenJ A. Wilnon"iPreprtitio
and Blodgetti from th original formula is
the Sovciign Remedy for Consumption, Asia-mCatarrh, La Grippe, Coughft. Gold, aud
all Threat and Lung Malidiea.
Thoucands of peole say they have reltcv-e- d
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Governor Curry Will Retire.
At Santa fe on the 27th ult. Governor Curry called a conference of territorial officials and explained his reasons for bis expressed Intention to rethird assistant postmaster gentire by March of next year, saying
that his decision is Irrevocable, al- eral, who recently resigned on account
of
ill
many
health, will oe the next governor
though he has been urged from
quarters to reconsider. The exact of New Mexico. It Is understood that
date of his retirement will be an- Mr. Lawshe will be the first choice
oí Secretary Ballinger.
nounced from Washington.
Mr. Lawshe, who came here last
Territorial Secretary Jaffa, on behalf of the officers, pledged Bupport to summer, is said to have come at the
desire
of Mr. Ballinger to look over
confithe governor and expressed
dence In and gratitude to him, at the the ground.
Among New Mexico men named as
same time regretting that he has desuccessors to Curry are District Judge
cided to retire from official life,
Ira A. A.bbott and former Gov. Miguel
ing It was a loss to the commonwealth, Its people and the Republican A. Otero, now territorial treasurer.

Lawshe May Succeed Curry.
says:
An
dispatch
Albuquerque
The announcement comes In a Washington special that it is given out in
circles that A. L. Law-she- ,

party.
The officers were much touched by
the episode, which was In the nature
of a farewell meeting, although the
chief executive will not relinquish bis
post until next spring.
Compulsory

School Law.

That the recent Indictments of a
number of Bernalillo county parents
for refusing to send their children to
school, according to law, have been
productive of wholesome results, Is inattenddicated by the
ance which has manifested itself In
the past two weeks in the various
country schools, says the Albuquerque
Journal. "They are packing in like
sardines over at Atrisco and Ranchos
de Atrisco," said County Superintendent of Schools A. B. Stroup last evening, after just returning from a visit
across the river. "The attendance in
the rural schools will be far and away
the greatest on record and what we
are going to do with them all is a
problem. Provision will be made at
once, however, for plenty of room for
the influx. It meanB the most sucof the
cessful year In the history
county schools, from present pros-

Lawshe is in Rio Arriba county and
is said to be rapidly recovering
his
health.
Before becoming assistant
postmaster general he was attached to
the Inspectors' u. vision of the Post-of- t
ice Department, and was active In
unearthing the Machen graft caseB.
He is known to be a favorite of the
postmaster general and it Is underthe
stood that he was active in
investigations which caused turmoil
in New Mexico wnen Governor

resigned.

George Pradt, a Pueblo Indian of
the elas of '03 at Carlisle, is at ores- ent doing good work as a deputy forest ranger on the Manzano national
forest; he is also deputy game and
fish warden of Valencia county. His
work is thoroughly appreciated by the
forestry authorities, it is his duty to
look after about 200,000 acres of Uncle
Sam's forests. His home is at Grants,
New Mexico.
Territorial Engineer Sullivan recently issued a certificate of construction lor the Uracca ranch projection
in Colfax county, which has been completed a year ahead of the required
time. It takes 0V4 second feet out of
the Cimarroncito and reclaims 2,000
acres. Engineer sunivan is receiving
pects."
many applications lor certilicates ot
showing that most of
construction,
The Zenas Land & Live Stock Com- the projects filed upon are being constructed.
pany, headquarters at Roswell, and
Trnt'pliner Auditor Stafford BtateB
capital $32,500, has been incorporated
of
by J. L. Leonard, James Garrard, Ze- that the railroads pay
.mcah-v- ,
nas Leonard, W. C. Urton, B. W. Ur-to- n an laxes couecieu m ne
city real estate a little over one-sixt- h
and Samuel McCue.
lands and Improvements a
Edward C. Slocum, a prominent citi- and grazing
these three
l"js than
zen of Artesia, N. M., pleaded guilty little
classes paying more than half of the
in the United States District Court at total. Agricultural lands and improve-- i
Roswell to the charge of sending ob- ments pay 12 per cent; cattle 7 per
sheep and
scene matter through the mails. He cent; merchandise,
goats, 44 per cent., and horses, mules
nas fined $250 and costs.
cent,
of
per
the total.
The Ameranza Gold Mining Com- and burros 3
Tha Aaath nf John .Tplfn at Raton, a
pany of Albuquerque was incorporated
few days since, has removed one of
capitalization.
today with $1,500,000
best Knowu ana mosi buccbbbiui
The incorporators and directors are: the
men in the territory. He
Bevil G. Cranville of Hlllsboro, Bev- business
was
for eighteen years foreman of the
erly C. Piatt of Kansas City and car department
of the Santa Fe shops
Charles A. McGervey.
at. rtaton, and rose to be
asked
has
and director of the First National
The postoffice department
bids for carrying the mails on four Bank, which position he held for a
being interested in
star routes out of Las Vegas, to Los decade, besides
leading industries of Raton.
Alamos, Sapello and Rociada, 32.25 half the
years a mem-- ;
He was for twenty-fiv- e
miles; Mineral Hill, 20 miles; Anton ber of the Odd Fellows and high in
Chico, Casaus, Guadalupe and Santa rank. His widow is a descendant of
Rosa, 68 miles with side trip to Colo-nla- s John Bunyan, author
of "Pilgrim's
three times a week, 9 miles; and Progress." Jelfs was born and mar-- I
to New
came
and
England
to Rincón, Conception, LaLlendre and ried in
Mexico in I860.
Cbaperito, 35.b7 miles.
The October number of "The In-- i
dispatch of the
An Albuquerque
at the
dian Craftsman," published
28th ult says: Pretending to desire a United States Indian school, Carlisle,
of Pa., savs: Joseph Ruiz, a Pueblo InGeorge
Collison
reconciliation,
Rocky Ford, Colo., arrived last night dian of the class of 'U3, is doing well
in pursuit of his wife and
as a carpenter. He owns his home,
son, Ronald, who had left home with which he built himself. For a while
the intention of going to Nome, after leaving Carlisle he was assist-A
Alaska, to join Mrs. Collison's mother. ant disciplanariau at Albuquerque.
letter received from the large mill
Collison, accompanied by his father, company
for which Mr. Ruiz is workwho is a deputy sheriff, located his ing in Las Cruces, shows that he has
wife and child here, and asked permis- been very successful and that they
sion to take the child out to breakfast. hold him in high esteem. He started
Instead, he boarded a train for Colo- to work for these people four years
rado. The mother was frantic when ago at $1 per day, and was gradually
she discovered she had been duped promoted, until at present ne is getting $4 per day.
and Is In a critical condition.
Not only do the dry farmers refuse
The State National Bank of Albuname, but they will
querque was the successful bidder for to change their
enthusiasm to become
their
permit
not
the handling of the $100,000 issue of dampened. Denver Republican.
Bernalillo county bridge bonds. Bids
One feature of President Taft's visit
for the construction of two fine steel
to Las Cruces was very likely overbridges across the Rio Grande, to be,
by most of the crowd of about
built from the sale of these bonds, will looked
the Presibe opened early in November and the 3,000 assembled to welcome
dent. Little Vera Field, the
work will be rushed.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. C.
- We were
shown, a few days ago,
on that occasion afforded
says the Albuquerque
Journal, two Field, was
distinction of being the
ears of corn,, taken from an average the happy
only person in the Mesilla valley to
field, about four miles from
all the rules and regulations
one of which measured break
by the officials surrounding
made
twelve Inches in length, and the other
Taft on his trip down the
thirteen inches, and each nine Inches President
valley, In the matter of handshaking.
in circumference at the butt, entirely
Vera not only shook hands, but had a
filled with perfect rows of grain,
Presiripe. nice little social chat with the
large, plump and thoroughly
Vera
New Mexico does not profess to be a dent. It all came about because
to hand
corn country, because land which has was asked by the committee
bouquet
to be formed by irrigation can be the President a modest little
people of the valmade to return so much more money of flowers from the
stonped
at Las
from other crops, but these samóles ley. When the train
Vera to
prove conclusively
that If the New Cruces, Governor Curry lifted
she handed
Mexico farmer ever desires to give his the car platform and when
to the President, he not
attention to corn he will be able to the bouquet hands,
but chatted with
compete with the farmers of the best only shook
her a full half minute.
corn states of the Union.
Instruction
J J. A. Humbert was held to the grand Superintendent of Public
Jury at Estancia In $1,000 ball for stab-- 1 Clark has appointed B. M. Wilcox of
blng J. P. Dunleavy at Mountalnair. the College of Agriculture secretary of
t.unleavy formerly lived at Denver and the Oratorical socletv, which will have
In Decem
has recovered from the wound, which Its third contest at Roswell
ber.
was serious.
The territorial superintendent of
Sheriff Jesus Romero of Bernalillo
county has announced that the Sun- public instruction report" thU out of
counday law will henceforth be rigidly en- 1.266 teachers who attended the
summer, 1,039
forced and the lid will be Bcrewed ty normal institutes last
attended
tight on all Albuquerque saloons. Va- - ttanrfod cvprv dav and 200
school, for which they
rious complaints of alleged Infraction the
booze trade drew $15 apiece from the territory,
of the law and back-doo- r
ro.r who aonlted for teachers'
have brought about this order from w tho
licenses, 741 were granted certificates.
the sheriff.
record-breakin-

Secretary Ballinger' Views.
The Santa Fe New Mexican publishes an interview
with Secretary
of the Interior Ballinger on his recent
visit to New Mexico.
Mr. Ballenger explained
that he
came to Santa Fe primarily to visit
the capital of the Territory and incidentally to look Into such reclamation,
Indian and land office matters as had
been or would be brought to his attention while here. It is his first visit to
the Territcr. and his impressions are
favorable.
He said: "I hope your
people will get In shape for statehood; I believe it depends largely on
the way that the people present the
matter to congress and Inspire confidence In their capacity to conduct
the affairs of state. I am personally
In favor of the passage of an enabling act and hope that you will
draft a constitution that is in entire
harmony with our Republican system
of government and free from legislation. It Is mischievous to Include in
the fundamental law any subjects that
can be properly handled by legislation, especially In view of changing
conditions, both from the commercial
and the social standpoint.
Secretary Ballinger warmed up on
this subject more than any other, and
was very earnest, as he Insisted that
ought to be one
the constitution
thoroughly In harmony with principles ot a Republican form of government.
Secretary Ballinger deprecated the
idea and rumor that he was not in
thorough harmony with Governor
Curry and the territorial administration. He said that the national administration, at least as far as the Department of the Interior was concerned, is in accord with the territorial administration and that all or any
impressions of discord are unfounded.
The desire and interest of the Department of the Interior are "that the government of the Territory shall be of
the highest possible kind, of the
greatest benefit to the people, and 1
am sure that this is also the desire of
the territorial officers."
The secretary of the Interior assured the New Mexican that the government will proceed as speedily with
the construction of the Elephant
Butte dam as the funds available will
permit The grievances of the water
users under the Carlsbad project, just
presented to him, will be Investigated
and carefully considered.
There will continue to be close cooperation between the Department of
the Interior and the territorial officials, he said. He also expressed himself in favor of continuing the policy
of conserving the natural resources
and at the same time making them of
the greatest beneficial use to the
people.
There will be a careful Investigation
of all alleged-- land frauds and there is
a determination not to permit of the
disposal of public lands in any form
except under the law, and not to let
any" one have them who is trying to
evade the law.

"Didn't It take lots oí ser
to .faca
a crowded house the first time you
appeared on the stage as a star?"
asked the inquisitive person. "Yes,"
said the actress; "that's what the
dramatic critics all said in the newspapers the next morning." Chicago
Tribune.
Not all lawyers are "legil lights;"
ome of tnem are legal light weights.
Don't abuse the rich
paupers.

Rhymed Marriage Service.

Judge Norman Moore of Maben,
te- - Miss., came into the limellpht as an
LA KOt'l.a nave lu live tirst they
i F YOU
have built castles In
fore they can Bee, and
the air, your work need
Impromptu rthymer for the first
not be lost; that Is where they should be. can't think until they are fed, and one
he performed the ceremony that
needs always to have had enough turNow put foundations under them."
nips and cabbages to eat without the made James Davis and Bettie Johnson
Thoreau.
time-whe-

troubling about the getting them. In or- man and wife. Here are hla exact
to see In them
anything except words:
"People do not lack strength, they lack der
food.
Wllklns.
will." Victor Hugo.
"Jim will you take Bet
Without any regret.
Fletcherlsm.
Seasonable Dainties.
We read so much of Horace FletchTo love and cherish
Corn Fritters. These may be made
Until one of you perish.
of either cooked or fresh corn. When er's methods that perhaps some of
And Is laid under the sod,
the fresh corn is used cut the kernels us may enjoy a summary of his ideas
80 help you God?"
with a sharp knlft and scrape the cob on eating:
"Eat only when there Is an appetite
The groom replied In the affirmawith the back of the knife to press
watering
expressed
by
of the tive. Then, turning to the bride, Judge
the
out the pulp; add two yolks of eggs,
stomach
gnawing
mouth.
Bald:
of
Moore
The
the
beaten and two teaspoonfuls of salt
If there is
"Bet, will yon take Jim
to each pint of corn. A cupful of flour should not be regarded.
And cling to him.
and one teaspoonful of baking powder no appetite, wait even if you have to
Both out and In,
sifted together.
The flour may not omit two or three meals. Never eat
Through thick and thin
all be needed. Cut and fold In the when you are hurried. If you haven't
a
proper
to
give
to
time
Holding him to your heart
the
attention
whites of the eggs at the last. Fry
get
you
the
time.
meal,
until
eat
don't
Until death do you part?"
In deep fat
"Never eat when you are worried,
The bride blusued in consent and
Now that peppers are plentiful In
the market a few ways ot UBlng them exhausted, angry or unhappy." liquid the twain went their way rejoicing.
Masticate all food.
Even
may be acceptable.
A girl never feels mere important
Add a few shreds of green pepper should be well mixed with the saliva
being
before
swallowed.
Chew the than when she is getting married, and
with a touch or two of red to the Walget
long
the
and
to
flavor
food
the
a man never looks more inconspicdorf salad made of nuts, apple, celery
If uous.
and dressing. The peppers give that swallowing will be Involuntary.
delightful flavor which is so much en- health Is obtained by such means,
who needs to be ill?
He Stopped In Time.
joyed.
Our first physicians In the land
Little Bob's father was fond of tellAnother nice way to prepare them
Is ing bear stories to his
stomach
claim
of
the
canv:r
that
little boys.
is to stuff them with any prepared
eating, worry One evening he was telling a thrilling
meat, after first boiling them a few caused from
lack
and
exercise.
and
of
The
first
chasing
a
a little girl,
one about
bear
minutes
and draining
well. With
overcome, and "how he crept nearer and nearer
sweetbreads they are especially good. the last might be easily
Parboil the sweetbread, cool and but worry seems to have a strong and nearer." At this point Bob caught
cut In small pieces; there should be hold on many lives. Somebody has his father's arm, and, with the big
a cupful. Melt two tablespoonfulB of called worry hope turned wrong side tears falling down his cheeks, he
Worry never accomplishes any- cried, "Oh, father, don't tell any
butter, add two tablespoonfuls of out.
thing; it is a stumbling
block and more. He might catch her." The Deheavy cream, and one-thirof a cuplineator.
ful of mushrooms broken in small hinderance to a' progress.
pieces. Season with salt, paprika and
Household Hints.
If Emerson had it all to say over
sauce.
Worcestershire
Cut a slice
on the car- again, he might advise us to hitch our
from the stem end of six peppers, re- petSave tea leaves to use
up
they
sweeping,
as
when
airships
to a star.
take
move the seeds and parboil ten to fifdust and brighten the carpet at
teen minutes. Cool, fill, cover with the
people
register their kicks, but
Some
same time.
buttered crumbs and bake until the theInstead
of so much wear and tear never vote them.
crumbs are brown. Cook the mushon the carpet, and strength In sweeproom caps in two tablespoonfuls
of ing,
use the sweeper oftener, and
butter five minutes. Break the stems dust just
I1 EN VER
carefully. You will hardly know
of the mushrooms, cover with
cold
water and cook 20 minutes. Add two the difference in the results.
tablespoonfuls of flour to the butter
Frozen Peaches and Cream.
$22 C. O.D. ?nu ink no
and mushrooms, a few drops of onion
Put one quart of peaches pared and
litivinic a har-n"Juice, the mushroom
water and pitted and sifted, Into a freezer, after
iroin us;d
enough chicken stock to make a cupevery sel
sprinkling with one pint of granulated
to b
ful. Add
of a cupful of sugar and the
it
i
Juice of one lemon.
-- d
This (.nu- r
heavy cream, season with salt and
hur-bilAdd one pint of unftavored
sweet
rotnplftft
1
paprika.
Pour the sauce around the cream;
collar!.
with bwh-Intraturn until frozen. Pack in a
peppers and serve hot. This la a 1ish
and
lined with lady fingers.
Concord
unequaled in dellclousness and popu- brick mold
style.
of
Serve garnished
with halves
larity.
peaches.
everywhere for 127.00. fiend for our rree
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Prisoners Beaten to Death.
An Albuquerque dispatch of October
Robert L. Banks, who died
N. M., was the victim of blood poisoning which resulted
from several blows over the head by
the police of RoBwell, two weeks ago,
according to the finding of the coroner's Jury, which today held an Inquest.
Banks was arrested In Roswell on a
drunk and disorderly charge. He drew
a knife and cut Policeman Woofter on
the hand. Woofter and another po
liceman. Tobe Stewart, struck Banks
several times with billies and the butt
He paid his fine in
of a revolver.
Police Court next morning and left as
if nothing was amiss.
When he went home, blood poison'
Ing set in, which, complicated with
pneumonia and jaundice, caused his
25th sayB:

yesterday at Boaz,

we can't all be

;

Bhould

that

wo

spiritual

believe

virtues

concern
us more nearly than
material ones: but equally do we believe
that If a thing be done, it had beat be
well done except It be a canvnsback
uurk; and no housewife ever lost her title to future bliss through tho keeping of
a good table while she was on earth."
Owen WlBter.

and harness. ,.ivpnt piK-í,
red Mueller Kaddle
Tolo.
I.Hrlmer HI..
f MKB-D- in
Drill I I finir" Dealer In all kinds
' HN'n (HAN'MSE. Mammoth nU-lo- g
mailed free. Cor. ISth and Make. Denver.
In

(he

of naddlefl

V. fi The I
UIS-- 1
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LEARN TELEGR'PHYS
say there are no such
to Moden Kehiol of
Wrl'e for inform
things as fairies, or that teed.
Brwadwii unci W. 131h, ltnvef
Telegraphy,
there are fairies no longer, but they know
not what they say. The original of the
fairies sung by poets was found and in RUGS 4 LINLIEIM
still, among those amiable mortals who at wholenale prices. We pay the freight.
knead bread with energy, mend
rents pet catalog In Denver mailed free.
with cheerfulness, nurse the sick with THE HOLCOMS & FMBT
smites, put witchery Into a ribbon and
genius into a stew." Chas. Wagner.
The
1

1
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Yeast Is an Important
factor in
Small Economies.
bread making
Spice cakes, cookies, rocks, ginger-breaIt is a plant of fungus growth
which belongs to a family of many
and cakes highly seasoned are
species. It consists of spores which more tender and delicious if half lard
grow by budding and multiply rapidly and butter is used for the shortening
with food, warmth and moisture.
Save all bacon fat and beef drippings. The bacon fat may be used for
Relishes for Winter Use.
warming over vegetables; tho beef
Don't neclect to put Into your fruit drippings may be used Instead of butcloset for winter, some of the many ter in gems and sauces.
pickles and relishes that add so much
To use left over meats, put them
to the enjoyment of a meal. Here Is through the meat chopper; season
one that Is as good as it sounds:
well with chopped green pepper and
Ripe Tomato Pickle.
onion juice; place in a baking pan
pints
Three
peeled
of
and chopped and cover with a layer of seasoned
death.
tomatoes, one cupful of chopped cel- mashed potato. You will be surprised
ery, four tablespoonfuls of chopped at the favor such a dish will receive.
Martin Garcia Acquitted.
red pepper, four tablespoonfuls
of Turn it out carefully and serve with
A verdict of not guilty was returned
chopped onion, four tablespoonfuls of a brown sauce and mushrooms If you
by the Jury trying Martin Garcia for salt, six tablespoonfuls
each of sugar have them. Garnish with parsley and
the murder of Cesarlo Estrada. The and mustard seed, one-hal- f
teaspoon- thn result will be so appetizing that
trial took place in the Colfax county ful each of clove and cinnamon, one left over" Is never suggested.
court at Raton.
teaspoonful of grated
nutmeg,
Garcia and Estrada were both from two cupfuls of vinegar. This Is and
Milk and Water Bread.
unold Mexico and employed In coal mines booked and must stand a
Dissolve one yeast cake In
e
week
at Dawson. On pay night In the month
using. It may be kept a year.
of a cupful of water. Take one
of July, Garcia claimed, he was atcupful each of scalded milk and boil
tacked by three men, among them bePepper Hash.
ing water, add two tablespoonfuls of
ing Estrada, who attempted to rob
Chop finely one green and one red sugar, one tablespoonful each of lard
him; that In the fight that ensued, he pepper, seeds and all. Chop fine one and butter, one and one half tablefinally
and
times
eleven
was stabbed
head of cabbage and add two table- spoonfuls of salt. When lukewarm
In protection of himself, he pulled a spoonfuls of salt, let stand one hour, add the yeast and five cupfuls of flour
then drain and add the peppers with mix well and knead until the dough
knife and fought his assailants.
The defendant claimed he did not one table poonful of mustard seed feels light and springy under the
know who his assailants were. At his ind one teaspoonful of celery seed. hand. Let rise and knead again withtrial he stripped to the waist and ex- VIIx well, put into a Jar and just cov- out using flour, if possible. When risto the Jury eleven knife er with vinegar. A good-sizehibited
cabbage en make into loaves, cover closely
wounds in substantiation of the story with the other Ingredients will fill while rising and when double In bulk
quart
iwo
Jars.
of attack.
bake in a moderate oven a half to
s
of an hour, according
Some one has said, "A man Is as to the size of the loaf.
Governor Curry recently appointed
ld as he feels, a woman as old as she
Boone Vaughn of Aztec a mounted poKoumiss.
ooks." A person may have gray
liceman and M. Mandell of Albuquer'lairs and lines on the face, yet be
Koumiss Is a popular drink advised
Cruces
Las
of
E.
McBrlde
R.
que and
oung In Interest and spirit.
disDon't by many physicians In several
delegates to the Deep Waterways conalk about growing old, feel young; eases. To prepare It: Heat one quart
vention at New Orleans.
njoy youth and Its pleasures and age of milk until lukewarm, add one and
tablespoonfuls of
vill have no terrors for the merry one-hal- f
A delegation of Rio Arriba county
and
saw
among
one-thir- d
who
those
of a yeast cake dissolved in
leart.
citizens was
and
tablespoonful
Fe
merry
Ballinger
of
one
at
Santa
lukewarm
"A
water.
Secretary
heart maketh a cheerful
Fill bottles, either the patent fastenprotested against further extension of countenance." Prov. 15:13.
ers, or see that the corks are tied
Indian reserve and forest boundaries
May of Preparing the Staff of Life. down and Invert the bottles.
In Rio Arriba county.
Let them stand over night In a temBread Is our most important food
An Albuquerque dispatch ays: The
perature of 80 deg. F. Chill and serve
postoffice at Valley Ranch, on tlu ind the study of bread making
following day. Koumiss
careful
the
being
attention. A perfect
Pecos river, near Glorieta, N. M., was
a work of charged with -- carbon dioxide' la a
robbed of $500 In stamps and cash oaf of bread Is as much
'
sparkling
digested
drink
easily
as
a
beautiful
cake
by
and
vastly
the
j
Sunday night. . A . member 0t
weak stomachs.
tora Important
menu.'
mounted police has been detailed on
T make good bread we must have
the case and is said to have a clue rut,
good materials and furnish the
which will probably lead to an early
lght conditions.
arrest.
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reniired and rented supplies and
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AWNINGS,

Thir-

TENTS

AWNINO CO.
THE COLORADO TENT
The largest Luck Goods house in the West.
HobL 8.
1642 Iawrence St., Denver, Colo.
Gutshall. I'veH.

PM.PT

RELIABLE:

ASSAYS

and HlUer rvflned
mil tuupcr. 11.50.
Write for ttee mailing savks.
and boiiKht.
fjüDKN AHtiAY CO.. 1536 Court flace. DenGold
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direct.
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Kjtabltfh d TS.
Careful Attention to Mail Order.
I OIINK.K 1.T 1 1 A STOUT ST.

!enrr.
FOR

WRITE

PIANOS

INTLOJUCTORY

CFFJ

TODAY

If yuu inland tu buy a Piano this fall
to 1160.
get thin offer bow. Save J100KMtiHT-tmrilKI.I.
THR
I.llxral Parmriit
th
MUSIO CO,
lmvr,
music house.
Wesl'it oldest and larg-eti- t
Established 1874.

Pl.

D

A

I W

A I n
r There
is

T

Y

ü

J

R

dJILOiNtíS

I WITH T H t BEST
Mountain & fiaiD Paint,
"Hiniullciilly correct, and fully amarante). H is made by McPhee ft
Co., Denver, whose reputation
stands"
these Roods. Ask your
dealer for further Information or write
to us fnr latest "Fashions in Pn'ntlne."
!WelHKK t MefilNMTY CO., DENVER.

E. F. BURLINGAME & CO,
ASSAY OFFICE

nd

laboratory

Established In Colorado, 1888. Samples by mailoc
express will rpceire prompt and carefnlattention
Gold

ISIlHrBiillloB

CONCENTRATION,
CYANIDE
ITSA-I71- S

TESTS

XXir"4

ANALOAMAIluN

7'

Lawreaea

lINnOLNTAMEHY

VE
SU. Deaver.

A

6

'
Cala,

Ooais, ltanes.
,MV i;iiRon
ir SMclmlty.
wlrrs d a I d

Htirhtot

o. hides
:eod for prlres and tan.
Nlath
HOLM, 134 Bout
ebrmska.

Linoob
Btr, HKNRY

,.

t

:,.,- -

tighty

Acres of patented lanj,
jni.ts aouth-eas- t
of town for .ale
C. W. FOOH.

Smaklit

Aii

.

Record.

As an all round lsxitive tonic ami
health-builde- r
no other pills can com
pare with Dr. King'.) New Life Pills.
In any emergency where Salve They tone ai.d regulate the stomach,
1 ver
Í3 required, use Pinesalve. carbolanil kidneys, purify the blood,
ized-th- ere
S nothinp-lu'th'ifor streiiRthen the nerves; cure Constipa
1.,. ti0". Dyspepsia. Biliou,ntsP, Jaundice,
nit Who
Try
Headache, Chills and Malaria.
Sunnyside Drug- - Co.
them 20c at Sunmside Dru;? Company.

WATER TANKS, GUTTERING, WELL

inaction, pleasant!
When you have piles don't fall to use to take,
Man-Zan- ,
The effect.
the (rent pile remedy.
Sold by Sunnyside Druj
only way to cure this annoying trouble Company,
is to apply something that will act on
nil parts alfeeted. That iswhatMnnZan
$5,00 REWARD
does. It is put up in a tube with nozzle
bttnehed. Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
Stolen!

Strayed or

uj.it

11

i

Something Very Like It.
"It Is impossible io take something
from nothing," quoted the Wise Guy.
"Well, you come pretty close to It
when you take the conceit out of some
people," added the Simple .Mug.

FLUES

and STOVE PIPE

TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Agent fcr the Celebrated

J.

Gasoline

"ANN ARBOR"

A. NOKTHINGTON,

Lights.

Prop.

FOR SALE OR RENT

The worst foe for 12 years of John
Th p
Sumner Restaurant.
l)uy, of Gladwin, Mich., was a run- account ot ill health I have
0n
niuit ulcer. He paid doctor ov. r 4ix.
ou without benefit
Then Bjckien'n decided to sell or rent my restau- Arnicu Salve killed the ulcer and cured ' rant.
hinu Cures Fever-SoreUnite, Felons
Mrs. M. Pll ILION.
Eczema, Salt Rheum.
Infallible for
Fort Sumner, N. M.
."c
1'iles, Hums, Scalds, Cuts, Corns.
at Sunnyside Drug Company.
Ring's Little Liver Pills -- easy

Making the Best of Life.
Comparatively few men know how
to live. The man who has no system
In uls life, who is regulated oy uoueu-Iillprinciple and proposes to himself
no ureal and honorable, end Is not
likely to show a sillislae.ory result.
Reflect on the vast possibilities of
jour life of honor, usefulness and
Is your Ufa us intelligent,
happiness.
H3 happy, as useful as you might have

CASING,

Four year old jersey bull, fawn
color, ring- in nose, five dollars
wj) jje ,ac f0!. delivery to
T. J. Burt, Fort Sumner.
By taking a dose or two of Bees
Lax'itive Cough Syrup, you will
sret prompt relief fronie from
It. írpiitv moví s
a onno-l- or fold
the bowels, heals irritation of the
throat and slops the cough. Sold
by Sunnyside Drug Co.
i

We want your Cash business
and will make prices to get it,
at Eariekson & Co's.

Four Reasons Why

A

National Bank Is Safe
The U. S. Government is, in a sense, a silent partner, in the
conduct of every National Ban!(.
In granting a charter to a bank it niales special inquiry as to the
a 1.1 fin ncial standing of the applicants.
C.i ir.i ' t
Twice a year, or of tern r, it sends an examiner, who makes an exami's and business methods employed, reporting any ir- nation of all
uptro.ler of Currency.
rcm'r.rit cs to
rl'i;e
Üii'.i.
'.eminent keeps a watchful, but friendly eye on
1st.

t

a

It rtt, .
no. le

;

;d.

-

'

atiuial Bank to make a sworn statement of its
r a year, and to publish such reports in tho local

i
!

Department of the Interior, United States
Land office Roswell, N. M., Oct., 7th, 1009.
A sufluMent contest affidavit having been filed
in this oflice by Suttan Duval!, contestant, atainat
H. E. No. 11011, made Feb., ISth, 19.17, for N
N 2 NW
Section 21, Township 1. N.
NE.
Aken, contestee, in
Karure 27, E. by William
which it is alledif.'d that said William Akcrs has
wholly alwndoned the said tract: that he haa
chatiRed his residence there'orm for more than
six months since making said entry and next prior
to the date hereof; that said tract is not Betlled
upon and cultivated by said pnrty as required by
law; that his alleired absence from said land waa
not due to his employment in the Army, Navy, cr
Marine Corpa of tho United States aa a private
soldii r, officer. s?aman or marino during- the war
with Spain, or during any other war in which the
United State may bu engaged, ami this, the said
is ready tJ prove lit such lime r.nd
place as muy be named by the Reirister and ííteci-- j
ver for a Itearinir in ssid ense, and ho
asks to lie allowed tn prove said all cations, and
that said homestead entry No. 11011 may be declared cancelled and forfeited to the United
States, ho, the contestant, payiny tho expenses of
such hearing. Said parties are hereby notified to
appear, respond and offer evidence touching s:iki
allegations at 10 o'clock, a. m. on Dec. 4th, 11
bcfui D. J. Tmvn'.ey, U. S. Commiftsiftm'r at LaLandr, N. M. (fttnl that final hearintr will
hlj
.it 9 o clock a. m. on Dec, loth, 1909 before) the
Receiver at the United States Land
Olike in RoswelJ, N. M.

lj

all Naticn.-i- '

rcfju'i .'
i.
ct.nd:t.
:
nerssp.

j

Oct.
i!

NOTICE.

CONTEST

MADE

e',l

Kills To Stop The Fiend.

NEW MEXICO

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP

'"in of Directors to perform its duties, and to have
manner in which t .e business is being conducted.
Government forbids National Banks to own any real

rtn.

SALE.

Notice is hereby Riven that I wi!l on the 11th.
day of Movenber, 1ÍK 9, at one o'ciwk p. m. at
the oiiien of J. P. Perkins, J. P. in Precinct
No. 12, Guadalupe County, Bell to tho highest
bidder for cash in hand, certain houmhi!d gooefo
levind upon under attachment hy J. A. Wallace
amnnst K. Bivwn, to aatisfy a judgement l
twe nty four dollars and costs of suits.
Given under my hand, this Oct.. 3' th 19- 9.

J.

RAILROAD.

oiiig
South.
Leaves Willard 6:13 P.M. going south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:0(1 p. M.
Going North.
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Williard at 12:40 r. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 p. it.
Makes close connections with the Botan
Cut-of- f
at Williard; with the Southwestern at Torrance and with tho
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomek, Acting Manager.

PROFESSIONAL.
DR. W, R. LOVELACE.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
Office at thu store of the tSumivsiriu
Drug Company.
SunnvsMo.
SVv Mexico.

C. C. DAVIDSON.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.

Dec. 4.

CONSTABLES

Tn t;.
tst.ttO. except its o'A'U OLI ld:ll.
It dois not a low National Pan's to loan their money on real estate.
It do s not allow a National ilank to loan more than ten per cent of
its capital stork and surplus to any one borrower.
It holds eah ftjckho der rorroiF.ible for an additional amount equal
to the stock ow íe I, in cas? of any irregularities or shortage.
4th. The U. S. Government requires a National Bank to secure its
currency cireuli.t'on by purchasing government bonds and depositing
same w.th the U. tí. Treasurer.
It requires the National Bank to maintain at all times a cash reserve
equal to 25 per cent of its deposits.
with other than
It docs not allow this legal res.rve to be
National Banks

CENTRAL

TIMETABLE.
From Santa Fe to Torran-Leaves Santa Fe at 1:40 i. M.

M. CAKAL'sK:ieiLir.
By. W. M. Hunter,
.

M;w Mex.

TUCXMC.MU,

WHARTON & LAWSON.
ATTORNEVS AT

LAW.

Alamogouuo.

N'

M.

M. II. BAKER.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Casks BeroitB U. S. Com-

-

MISSIONKR A SPBCIALTY.

CONTEST

notary public in officf.
Fort Sumner.
New Mexico.

NOTICE.

of the Interior. Ur.iM States Land
Oíüce. Kanlu Fe N. M. Oct., 25 ill 1.
A sufficient contest alliduvit
teen ftK-tin this olfice by John A. Miller, coiuestsnt. a- irninst Homestead Entry, UWJ, mude June ;lth,
1308. for S iut!iue:.t
Section 7. Township a ft. Practices Law
before the Probato,
V..
lluura 91
N 11 P
of
McJleekin, Contestee' ill which it is uli.Ked thai CoUllty Ccmm'EEimK rs. and .JuXti"
tnii.! Jsmcs F. MeMeekin
has wholly ftb.ni'loner
tht Peace Co'.ir'f.
said
land
for
a i:rrii-of
1ÍE.V
than
six
months,
,'Ea.
noxt
Mvcctüiiur tl OUT SüMKEIt,
Octolier, 2?nd 1903 the dte of nuid cot.t4.-unflic:a l
"
vit and was not at said time rc sidim: tiin n ann
cultivating the sme.
are htiel,y
I.TlTTrj-- y
f
notilied In appear,
and mlVr eviltnco
umchin(r said aüetratioiis at li) o elock a. in, on
I -"iniISSlOner,
.U'.
2. IS, i). before Frank N. Pago. U. S. Couri
Commissioner at Buchanan. N. M., and that fina! Pee ll'rn if you wish to Inikke firri on
heurmif will be held at 1(1 o clock a. in. on Jan. 7, HumtStl'flri, Commute J'Olir lil.l
u.e K- swler ana Kuceiver nt Uie Uní- - entpr a
tajo,
font- St
oiulw iiiiu oiiht in can a re in. w.
Fort Ku.m.vkk,
New Mexico.
The said contestant havintr. in a nrorer affidavit
fi:ed Oct. 25 It.09, set forth facts which show that
after duo dilbrence pets mil service of th's not Ice
S. D.
can not be miido, it it. ittieoy or.lerl an.i dilecta.
be ariven by tlu.- and pro.er pub.
that s jch
Will Treat aF curable cases of
ication.
Manuel R. Cti ret. Renistcr.
Dcme-il- c
Animals.
nov :10 dec 4
'
Will he in Fort Sumnt r each Si'urdcy.
SOflice
Clone Ftfsd ktora.
Lived 152 Years.
Kftiiilenie c
m Its iVorth Wectrf
Wm.
Enjr'an!' ol e. t man- -' town.
Si.mner, N. 1!.

The First National Bank of Fort Sumner.

A. P. ANAYA

MOISE EROS. CO.

J. N. Line

SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.

Wholesale and Retail

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

Feed and Flour

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,

Handle the FAMOUS U. S. Hour

GENTS

Ricardo,

FURNISHING

D.

GOODS,

Boots and Shoes.

Feed Yard In Connection
N2W

f

The Dest Of Everything In Our Line.

Mexice

MOÍ3E BROS. CO.

J. W. Jackscn, V.

C. W. POOR & Co.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS, LAND
and SURVEYORS.

The New Paper
NOTICE!

SUNNYSIDE,

NEW MEXICO.

FORT SUMNER, N.

have asked Mr. Henry, at the
Bank, and Mr. Katz, of Sunnyside, to
accept subscriptions under the following agreement:
I

.

Fort Sumner Has

Fort Sumner Needs

City water,
Telphc-nsystem,
A
lake Lake Samnrr,
Irrigated streets ami gardens,
An enthusiastic commercial club,
6')0 boosting citizenn,
Town well, in depot addition,
being built,
j A union church
' Three s. hool
teachers for 11)09-1Electric light plant-alm- ost
completed,
A new $10,000 depot,
One doctor, one lawyer,
Fivj mercantile stores, one drug store,
One bank, one bakery, t'ne restaurants
Six hotels, excellently wiuinned.
One newspaper-Fo- rt
Sumner Review.
A feed store and a coal yard,
Good corral, cement block fitctory.
One plumber, a tin shop, ona cobbler,
A second hand store, few saloons,
Insurance agtnts, U. S. Commissioner,
Lumber yard, carpenters,
Masons, bric'tlayers.
Two big wool houses.

lf

New Church.
In La Lande, the Holiness Association has been asked to act as Banker
and wiil receive fifty per cent of all
money so collected.
Persons may pay as far in advance
as they wish, and the offer is good
until the day set above for the
division of the money, but it applies
only to cash in advance subscriptions
handled by the parties named, though
any may solicit subscriptions ar.d turn
them ovr to these.

FORT SUMNER

Plar,c- .

a"r,

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,
&

WHOLESALE &

SONS
RETAIL

Solicit the General Trade and
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Fort Sumner, - - NewMex.

L. R. SCH0CH.
Contractor and Builder.
"Cement

Work A

Call on me

for

Specialty"
bids on all

kinds of Buildings.

tanners.

farmers and still more farmers
e,
And a:1 the
brainy, hust
ling, boosting young men of the East,
North or South who have breadth of
mind enough to see into the future,
good judgement enough to recoginize
an opportunity and courage enough
to grasp it. Fort Sumner's citizens
today are the best the country affords
and she wants more of the same kind.

NEW MEXICO.

Fort Sumner.

.1.

GILLIAM.

W.

and W. Tailoring Co.,

ALSO,
CITY

BARBER

SHOP.

The Santa Fe
New

Mexican

The oldest dir.ly in the South$1.75 per quarter year.

west.

"It Gives All The News."
Subscribe to your home paper fir.it
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to'
keep in touch with general news as
well as news of the whole southwest.

Ma.iZan
Pile RentBzSv
REUEVL.S V.'IIEM OTHERS FAIL"

N. M.

For salely the Sunnjsiilc

PIKEULES
On sale

'

mtmm

I"

A.

Agent for Toxi':o Steam Laundry,

at the

titg

Co

fcr the Kidneys
The Cough Syrup that
rids the system of a co'.d
by acting as a cathartic on tho
bowels is

Sunnside Drug Co's.

COMMERCIAL CLUB

FORT SUMNER,

L..D. fitckwith.

U. S. Court Commissioner
3uchanen,
New Mexico.

N. M.

OWENS

with undertaker,
store, laundry, livery stable'
i Hardware
Watchmaker, bottling works, nursery,
Creamery, veterinary surgeon, florist,
lirick factory, milliner and dressmaker
Fruit and confectionery with newsstand
Painter & paper hanger, harness maker
Moving picture show, cement contractor
Building contractor, AbEtract office,
Brick, lime and cement, cigar factory,
Jeweler and optician, a dentist,

PAGE.

All kinds of dray work done
on short notice

Sodh SideOfThePhza,
Sunnyside,

N.

O. II. RAY.
CITY DRAYMAN

Carpenter and Euilder.

Furniture store

I'"armt-rs-

FRANK

F. C. HASTINGS.
i

Is in the Tecos Vüllcy, on. the new cut-of- f
of the A. T. & S. F.
Ry. that is to rr.ade si t.art of the through transcontinental route,
It is supported )y lü.UOÜ acres of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land.
an enormous expanse of Campbell System Farming' land, a well'
developed Khepy industry and a climate that will eventually be its!
greatest asset.
,

Five days after the installation of
my plant and the mailing of my first
issue, they are to pay me
the
money so collected and to pay the
other half into the fund for the

lilt

Us.

ad

About the last of this month I shall
begin here the publication of a weekly
paper to be known as The Index
and published at One Dollar per year.

one-ha-

Prr

married tho third tim at 1ÜJ, worked
in the fields till 182 and lived 20 years
longer. 1'eople should be youthful at
Call On
To
SO.
Jamts 'Wright, jf Spurlock, Ky.,
1, S. 25 East.
We havfi tl.c field notes of Tov.-rshiAlso shows how to remain younfr.
'I lepl!
just like a
he writes, "af-- 1
Township 2 Norih, 20 East,
ter taking six bottles of Electric Bit-- :
tors. For thirty years Kidney trouble
made life a burden, but tiie first bottle
j ot this
wonderful medicine convinced
LACKSMÍTH1NG
WAGONWORK
me I had found tho preatost cure cn
jep.rth." They're a godsend to weak.
HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
n
sickly
or old people.
Try
1)
E
M.
K
U
YK
N
Sunnyside.
New Mexico.
ALL.
J.
thorn. 5(ic at Sunnyside Drup; Co.

Or Write

j.
.!)

ft

LOCATORS,

One Comfort.
A certain
lady prides
upon
al.vays looking al Uie for::-li- t
Hlde ol
tilings.
' My dear."
moaned Iter hu. baud ono
day recently, as he tosned restlessly on
hU lied, "it's the doctor fin thinking
or. What a bill bin will be!"
'
'.Wver miad.
Irl his wife.
'
Vi.u know thrre'3 the insurance
luoim-.Stray Storks.

Methodical Life.
A
and highly prosperous
bur.iiiosB man of Boston who died the
Jilitir day attributed his success to his
methodical life. It was carried ou! to
the last moment of his eventful caier.
He was 66 years old. Ho died on taa
sixth day of tho month at six iriuutcs
after six o'clock. His last bllhday
was observed six mouths before hia
death.

H (loii'titiy i i. turned in all ooui.tin..- ufl NO r tt.
(."avt'iaoRnacopyiifiiiiircMis- H T0E-MatK- hend kettl,
Model ot tittttu. for
fa WM BKiORTorj iwtnt!nitiy.
rattutpract-ff- l
H
ficlilRIV.-lT- .
11
BANK REFERENCES.
In unini
t r out two invulnnhle
Fend 1
ul
19

M

in

tm HOW IO OOTAIN
ami iEl.L PAT. M
IiVT, .'liu;li onps wtll pwy, (low to pet a rrnrt- - &j

books

H

B
H

M

D.

SWIFT & CO. R

PATENT lAWYr.R,
i 303 StiVR'illi
Si,, Washircton.

The REViEW
One Year
One Dollar,

LAXATIVE
lit

H

r

kSiVjfl

P. D.Jg
Bees )s tha original laxative couch syrup,
contains so opiatos, gently moves th
bowels, carrying tho caid of! through the

Guaranteed to givt
natural channels.
tiaÍ4Cticn or money refunded.
For sale by the Sunyside Prug Co.

